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In the Shadow 
ofSEALAB 
W ith the recent passing of HDS Advisory Board member Profes-sor Hans Hass, we say a sad farewell to the last of the pioneer-
ing European divers whose exploits laid the foundation on which today's 
scuba diving and free diving activities are built. Fortunately Hans kept his 
activities very well documented, from his first dives on the Cote d'Azur in 
1937 through his numerous 
adventures during the following 
decades. Our cover story draws 
from the wealth of printed mate-
rial that Hans published, and we 
are pleased to be able to present 
a brief overview of his diving 
career and its influence on the 
formative years of the interna-
tional diving industry. 
As an American historical 
society we are keenly aware of 
the approaching 5Q1h anniversary of the launch of SEALAB I off the coast of 
Bermuda in 1964. Several of the SEALAB divers and team members have 
been active supporters of the Historical Diving Society, including Captain 
Paul Linaweaver, M.D., who was the HDSUSA's second Chairman, and 
Paul's colleague Captain James Vorosmarti , M.D., who authors our regular 
column on Vintage Patents. This year two of the Society's annual awards 
go to SEALAB pioneers. 
Program leader Captain George F. Bond, M.D., known as "the father of 
SEALAB," is the posthumous recipient of the HDS Diving Pioneer Award, 
and our Advisory Board member Bob Barth receives the HDS Nick lcorn 
Diving Heritage Award , along with his colleague at the helm of the Mark 
V Monument Committee, Dave Sullivan. These awards are announced in 
this issue along with our sad recording of the passing of two other SEALAB 
members, Commander Jack Tomsky, of SEALAB Ill, and Captain Robert 
Thompson, M.D., of SEALAB I. As we go to press we have also learnt of 
the passing of our Advisory Board member Scott Carpenter, the Mercury 
astronaut, who was leader of Team 1 and Team 2, on SEALAB II. 
The contributions of these members of SEALAB have been well record-
ed by our member Ben Hellwarth in his recent book, SEALAB: America's 
Forgotten Quest to Live and Work on the Ocean Floor, which is available 
from HDS on page 68. The technological advances made by these teams 
were to play a vital role in the development of commercial saturation div-
ing, and in this issue we complete our three-part story on the Cachalot SAT 
system by publishing Jerry O'Neill 's first hand account of the first off-shore 
saturation dive. 
Although the U.S Navy's program ended with SEALAB Ill, divers around 
the globe still benefit today from the threshold's first crossed by the SEAL-
AS teams. Their place in history is well earned. • 
-Leslie Leaney, Executive Editor 
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Captain George F. Bond, USN, 
Honored with 2013 HDS Pioneer Award 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce that Captain George F. Bond, USN, is to be 
recognized as the 2013 HDS Diving Pioneer 
Award recipient. Dr. Bond is recognized as the 
father of American saturation diving and was 
affectionately known to his SEALAB crews as 
Papa Topside. 
Born in Willoughby, Ohio, on Nov. 14, 1915, 
Dr. Bond mostly grew up in Deland, Florida, 
and was not quite ten years old when his father, 
a well-to-do lumberman, died. Bond continued 
to spend summers with his mother, his older 
sister and brother in western North Carolina, 
where he got acquainted with a hamlet called 
Bat Cave. He returned years later, after attending 
medical school at McGill University, as the first 
physician to serve Bat Cave and the surrounding 
backwoods communities. His remarkable efforts 
were recognized when he was a guest on the 
popular 1950s TV show "This is Your Life." 
Bond left his rural practice to join the U.S. 
Navy in 1953 and qualified as a Diving and 
Submarine Medical Officer. In the process he 
became fascinated with the physiology and 
medicine of diving. Bond briefly returned to work 
as a country doctor but within six months, in 
early 1957, he was back in the Navy, this time 
at the Naval Medical Research Laboratory in 
Groton, Connecticut, where he served briefly as 
the Assistant Officer-in-Charge before rising to 
Officer-in-Charge. As head of the lab, which was 
at the U.S. Naval Submarine Base, Bond was 
able to initiate what he called Project Genesis, 
his earliest experiments into saturation diving 
techniques. With the aid of an informal lab team, 
most notably Walter Mazzone, a decorated World 
War II submarine veteran, and another Navy 
doctor, Robert Workman, Bond sought to prove that humans could 
in fact withstand prolonged exposure to different breathing gases 
and increased environmental pressures. This was the beginning 
of saturation diving and the US Navy's Man-in-the-Sea Program. 
Bond oversaw the different phases of Genesis through to 
1963, developing procedures and a team of divers who would 
eventually become America's first aquanauts, as Bond liked to 
call divers who could stay indefinitely on the seabed. Tests were 
carried out in chambers and laid the groundwork for the much 
riskier operations of open water trials . 
Bond's success with Genesis led to the establishment of 
the SEALAB program which placed divers in open water. In 
1964 SEALAB I was successfully operated with four aquanauts 
living for 11 days at 192 fsw. SEALAB I proved that saturation 
diving in the open ocean was a viable means of expanding the 
ability to live and work in the sea. The experiment also provided 
engineering solutions to some of the many challenges, including 
habitat placement, habitat umbilicals, humidity, and helium speech 
unscrambling. 
SEALAB II was launched in 1965 to assess the feasibility of 
utilizing saturation techniques and tools "to remain deep beneath 
the ocean surface indefinitely and accomplish a variety of tasks 
that would be difficult or impossible to accomplish by repeated 
dives from the surface. "The 200-ton habitat was lowered to a 
site off the coast of La Jolla, near San Diego, at a depth of 205 
fsw. Bond had lined up three teams of divers who each spent 15 
days in the habitat, and made many dives around it, but aquanaut/ 
astronaut Scott Carpenter remained below for a record 30 days. 
SEALAB Ill was launched in 1969 but a fatal diver accident led to 
the cancellation of the program before aquanauts occupied the 
habitat. 
The saturation research gathered from Bond's work was put 
to use by the U.S. Navy in later top-secret clandestine diving 
operations. It was also applied to the commercial diving industry 
where saturation diving became the standard method for deep-
water work. In 1991, the US Navy posthumously dedicated its 
Ocean Simulation Facility to Dr. Bond, who had served as an 
adviser during its construction in the early 1970s at the Navy's 
new Experimental Diving Unit in Panama City, Florida. Dr. Bond 
died on January 3, 1983. 
For fuller information on Dr. Bond's career the Society 
recommends the books Papa Topside, The Sealab Chronicles 
of Capt. George F Bond, USN, edited by Helen A. Siiteri, and 
SEALAB: America 's Forgotten Quest to Live and Work on the 
Ocean Floor, by Ben Hellwarth. a 
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Bob Barth and Dave Sullivan Receive 
HDS Nick Icorn Diving Heritage Awards 
The Board of Directors is pleased to announce that Bob Barth and Dave Sullivan are the recipients of the HDS 2013 Nick 
learn Diving Heritage Award for their successful administration of 
the Mark V Monument Project. 
The Mark V Monument Project originally undertook the 
mission to obtain the necessary Navy approval and private 
funding to fabricate and erect a ten foot tall bronze/granite JAKE 
monument at the entrance to the Naval Diving and Salvage 
Training Center in Panama City, Florida. JAKE was designed to 
stand on a granite base with each side of the pentagonal shape 
displaying a bronze seal of one of the five services of the U.S. 
Military. This monument would be formally dedicated to all U.S. 
Military diver graduates, past, present and future of all of the 
U.S. Navy Diving Schools who go down in the sea to work. This 
monument would celebrate forever the traditions of divers around 
the world who have given their life's work to underwater ships' 
husbandry, underwater construction, salvage of ships lost at sea, 
combat, and clandestine missions. JAKE was fabricated, erected, 
gifted to the United States Navy, and formally dedicated to U.S. 
Military diver graduates on October 26, 2012. 
Working in conjunction with a team of like-minded volunteers, 
Bob and Dave established the Project as a non-profit corporation. 
Bob and Dave supervised a fund raising program that raised 
around $600,000 and successfully completed the erection of the 
statue. Their mission has now entered a new phase. Details of 
the complete project can be found at www. markvmonument. 
org . Our congratulations to Bob and Dave on their significant 
achievement. The presentation of their award is being scheduled 
for Panama City in mid February 2014. • 
Ryan Spence Joins 
HDS Board of Directors 
The Directors of the Historical Diving Society USA are pleased to announce the election of Ryan Spence to the HDS Board 
of Directors. Ryan is a life-long diver, and diving historian. He 
is a long-standing HDS member, the recipient of the Nick learn 
Diving Heritage Award, and founder of Flashback Scuba and The 
Flashback Scuba Museum. 
The Flashback Scuba Museum, located in Tacoma, WA, 
showcases recreational diving equipment and history from 
the 1940s through the 1970s. The museum is best known for 
housing a significant collection of Cousteau Team equipment, 
photographs, and historical documents. 
A designer and product developer by trade, Ryan brings to 
the Board a wealth of knowledge and experience, which includes 
developing historical exhibits, and the operation of non-profit 
organizations. 
Ryan lives with his wife and fellow diver Corinne in Tacoma, 
WA. He has a passion for community development and 
exhibiting diving history. Through years of exhibitions he has 
witnessed the ability of historic equipment and the stories of 
diving pioneers to capture the imagination and hearts of the 
public. Ryan believes that creating a connection to diving's past 
is critical to inspiring the next generation of divers, explorers and 
ocean conservationists. 
Welcome aboard, Ryan .• 
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'Remem erin ans ass 
The Pioneer of th Pioneers 
By Leslie Leaney 
All photos © The Hans Hass Institute, 
except where noted. All Rights Reserved. 
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1932. Preparing for what would be "A Whole Life on 
Expedition ." 
1937. On the beach at the Cote d'Azur. " ... a young and 
very tough Austrian goggler who fishes our territory with a 
ten foot spear." 
W ith the passing of HDS Advisory Board member, Profes-sor Hans Hass, we say a sad farewell to the last of the pioneering European divers whose exploits laid the foun-
dation on which today's scuba diving and free diving activities are 
built. Fortunately for us, the adventures of Hans and other early 
divers, Jacques- Yves Cousteau, Captain Philippe Tailliez, Freder-
ick Dumas, Dr. Gilbert Doukan, Philippe Diole, and Bernard Gor-
sky were recorded in books and on films, published and released in 
the English language. All of these divers started out spearing fish, 
which was the prime activity in the 1930s and 1940s, prior to the 
development of free-swimming self contained diving equipment. 
Also of great importance to historians is that these books and 
films were usually available within a few years of the actual events 
that were recorded by these divers. Among the early divers, Hans 
was the most prolific writer, publishing six books on his diving 
adventures before 1953. It was in that year that the book The Silent 
World, by Jacques Yves Cousteau and Frederic Dumas, and crafted 
by American writer James Dugan, was published in America. Cous-
teau had the support of the National Geographic Society and was 
therefore able to make a larger impact on the American public that 
did Hans Hass. Thus, American divers got to learn far more about 
Cousteau than they did about Hans Hass, whose popularity and 
credibility were far higher in Europe than in America. 
Recognized in diving as the Pioneer of the Pioneers, the career 
of Hans Hass is marked with numerous diving milestones, which 
were often the first of their kind to be achieved and recorded. 
Now that Hans has passed on it is an appropriate time to reflect 
upon his unique career that started in the 1930s and which influ-
enced hundreds of thousands of divers who followed his path into 
the sea. 
Unfortunately the full scope of Hans's career, particularly his 
contributions to marine science, cannot be presented in a short 
article. The range of his achievements is too great. For example, 
an Advanced Search on Coogle for "Hans Hass" provided 145,000 
results in 0.21 seconds. Therefore this article will detail some of his 
career achievements, and will note his works that were published 
or released in the United States of America. 
Hans was born in Vienna, Austria, on January 23, 1919 into a 
family of means. His father was a respected attorney and Hans's · 
educational path eventually placed him in the University _of Vienna, 
where he studied law. His main interest was zoology but parental 
pressure did not allow him to pursue this path. Later events would 
though, as his career would be continually driven by exploring the 
science of the sea. 
The Hass family was sufficiently well off to be able to take 
summer vacations from land-locked Austria, and travel south to 
the Cote d' Azur on the Mediterranean coast of France. It was here 
in 1937 that the 18 year-old Hans would encounter the man who 
would change the course of his life and propel him on one of the 
greatest ocean adventures of all time. 
One day during his French vacation Hans wandered onto the 
rocks along the shoreline of the Eden Rock Hotel at Juan-les-Pins. 
Below him in the water he noticed a tanned athletic man swimming 
and free diving with a spear. Much to his amazement, as Hans 
watched from above, the man surfaced from one dive with a fish 
on the end of his spear. Hans was immediately smitten by this new 
system of fishing and when the diver came ashore Hans immedi-
ately engaged him in conversation. Of that meeting he later wrote, 
"He conjured up before me, for the first time, that new world that 
was to become so familiar to me later. (He) imparted to me not only 
his enthusiasm as an underwater hunter but also advised me how I 
might conquer this world for myself." 
The diver was not however a European, but an American, Guy 
Gilpatric, who was a columnist for The Saturday Evening Post, and 
who periodically wrote about his adventures spearfishing. Gil-
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1938. Surface supplied 
diving of the Dalmati-
an coast with a shallow 
water helmet based on 
the one used by William 
Beebe. 
1939. The first book, Hunting Un-
derwater with Harpoon and Came-
ra.(Leslie Leaney Archives) 
1939 Curacao. Making underwater movies with a hand-
crank camera while breath hold diving . 
patric' s term for the sport of the new sport, quickly acquir- to do so was on the market, 
spearfishing was "goggling," ing all the necessary equip- and he would have to design 
as participants of the era wore ment. Appropriately, Hans and build his own. 
goggles, not masks. He lived in makes his first appearance in In Vienna he started lec-
Antibes and influenced several print as a diver in The Complete turing on his free diving and 
early pioneering divers along Goggler, when Gilpatric refers spearfishing experiences dur-
the Mediterranean coast. By 1938 to him as "a young and very ing the remainder of 1937 as he 
he had compiled his goggling tough Austrian goggler who began to work on building an 
columns into a book, which he fishes our territory with a ten underwater camera. 
titled The Compleat Goggler, in foot spear." In 1938, at the age of 19, 
acknowledgement of Sir Izaak Hans spent the summer of Hans led his first diving expe-
Walton' s book on fishing, The 1937 hunting fish on the Cote clition to the Dalmatian coast of 
Compleat Angler, published a few d' Azur but eventually had to the former Yugoslavia, taking 
centuries earlier in 1653. return home to Vienna. "When, his first open-water underwa-
Generally regarded by his- on my return from the Mediter- ter photos using a home-made 
torians as the first book on rec- ranean, I told my friends and camera housing for his Robot 
reational diving, The Compleat acquaintances of my new sport camera. By this time he had 
Goggler was published in the and my exciting adventures, I acquired a pair of fins for the 
USA and England, but surpris- found that no one would be- expedition and these gave him 
ingly no French edition was lieve me. Most of them accused much more maneuverability 
published. This may have been me of an excessively lively underwater. All his diving 
due to World War II looming, imagination. This annoyed me experience up to this time had 
as the interest, development, so much that I conceived the been by holding his breath. In 
and participation in spearfish- idea of taking photographs his desire to stay underwater 
ing was far greater in the south under water. Thus all the pho- longer he had built a shallow 
of France than anywhere else tographs I was to take in later water open helmet and air 
in the world. years ultimately sprang from pump, similar to that which 
Froin their first meeting at my injured vanity," he later he had read about and seen in 
Eden Rock Gilpatric became a wrote. Although he had the the books of American zoolo-
form of diving mentor to Hans, idea of taking photographs un- gist William Beebe. Although 
who enthusiastically took up derwater, no such equipment the helmet allowed him to stay 
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under water longer, it did not 
give him the mobility to pho-
tograph fish easily or to move 
quickly. What he wanted was 
the ability to stay under water 
for long durations combined 
with the ability to swim freely. 
What he needed was a scuba 
system. 
Although he still remained 
an underwater hunter, the 
Dalmatian coast expedition 
had added the critical skill of 
underwater photography to 
Hans's abilities. He combined 
his new photographic skills 
with his writing ability and 
wrote his first book, Jagd unter 
Wasser mit Harpune und Kamera 
(Hunting Underwater with Har-
poon and Camera). Published in 
Stuttgart in 1939, it became the 
second book on recreational 
diving, following Gilpatric's 
The Compleat Goggler of a year 
earlier. It differs significantly 
from Gilpatric' s book in as 
much as it contains photos 
taken under water by Hans as 
a free-swimming diver. These 
photos, coupled with its small 
9 
1940 California. An early underwater color photograph taken by Hans off the Cali-
fornia coast during his journey back from the Caribbean to Vienna . (Leslie Leaney 
Archives) 
1942 Agean Sea. Diving with the Geegenlunge oxygen rebreather and camera . At 
last "a fish among the fishes." 
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print run, limited distribution in German 
speaking countries, and the probable loss 
of may copies of the book during the Allied 
bombing raids on German cities in World 
War II now make it one of the most collectible 
and sought after books on the history of 20th 
century diving. 
Determined to seek greater adventure and 
fulfill his desire to swim and film sharks, in 
1939 Hans led an expedition to Curacao and 
Bonaire in the Caribbean. Accompanying 
him were his friends Alfred von Wurzian and 
Joerg Boehler. The trio free-dove the pristine 
coral reefs and Hans amassed a portfolio of 
under water photographs. 
In addition to his still cameras Hans 
brought along a movie camera in an under-
water housing, with which he shot his first 
underwater film, Pirsh Unter Wasser (Stalking 
Beneath The Sea). Filmed in 1939 in black and 
white and 16 minutes long, it is currently 
believed to be the first underwater movie 
shot by a free-swimming diver. It shows the 
abundance of the reef's fish life and includes 
footage of a large hammerhead shark. 
World War II broke out while Hans was 
in the Caribbean and his return trip to Eu-
rope took him through New York where he 
was immediately interned at Ellis Island. 
Colleagues in America secured his eventual 
release and he was able to visit famed Ameri-
can diver and zoologist Dr. William Beebe in 
New York. He set out for the west coast and 
traveled through the USA during 1940, div-
ing in Yellowstone National Park and at Cata-
lina Island, California, where he took some of 
his earliest underwater color photographs. In 
Los Angeles he lectured on his diving adven-
tures and traveled to San Diego to visit Guy 
Gilpatric who had moved there from the Cote 
d' Azur. He eventually departed America 
for Asia on a Japanese cargo boat out of San 
Francisco. 
By 1941 he was based back in Vienna. In 
the lead-up to World War II Austria had been 
annexed by Germany in 1938 and its citizens 
conscripted into the German armed forces. 
Hans was excused from military service due 
to problems with his blood circulation caused 
by Raynaud's Disease. He soon started lec-
turing on diving again, giving hundreds of 
presentations. 
Using the black and white underwater 
photos he had shot on the Caribbean expe-
dition, he produced his second book, Unter 
Korallen und Haien (Among Coral and Sharks) 
in 1941. Published in Berlin it featured 77 
black and white photos showing sharks, bar-
racudas, turtles, rays and an array of tropical 
reef fish, several of which had probably never 
been photographed underwater before. 
During 1941 his interest in remaining 
underwater longer led him to Draegerwerk 
in Luebeck, Germany, and after several visits 
Draeger converted one of their Gegenlunge 
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submarine escape oxygen-rebreathers to enable 
Hans to use it as a scuba system. Once paired with 
a mask and fins he was free to swim underwater at 
will. He called this pioneering step a "swim-div-
ing" diving system, as opposed to the traditional 
deep sea diver who walked across the sea bed. He 
was now free to be "a fish among the fishes." 
From July to November 1942 Hans led a diving 
expedition to the Aegean Sea. On July 12, 1942 he 
made an open-water swim-dive with the Gegen-
lunge, mask and fins, and launched a new era in 
diving: the self contained free swimming diver, 
now known by the common term "scuba diver." 
Many diving historians generally consider this 
dive to be the "first" dive of the scuba diving era. 
It was the first in a continuing stream of dives that 
Hans made with this successful equipment. Using 
the Gegenlunge system he made his second film, 
Menschen inter Haien (Man Amongst Sharks) during 
the 1942 expedition, thus making the first under-
water film of the new swim-diving era. The film 
was released in 1947 after WWII had ended. 
Hans's third book on diving, Fotojagd am 
Meersgrund (Photo-hunt at the Sea Bottom) was pub-
lished in 1942 in Harzburg, Germany. Featuring 
104 photographs both in black and white and in 
color, it covered Hans's diving career up to that 
time, showing images from his different expedi-
tions. Of particular interest to American underwa-
ter photography historians is one of a Garibaldi in 
the kelp off the California coast, probably photo-
graphed sometime in early 1940. 
From very early on in his diving career Hans 
had wanted to acquire his own boat for his con-
tinuing scientific research. By 1943 he was in a 
position to do so. He later wrote, "I had just about 
managed, by giving lectures, to collect enough 
money to acquire a ship with which I intended 
to pursue my diving activities more scientifically 
after the end of the war. This was Count Felix von 
Luckner's Seeteufel." 
To further his scientific studies Hans worked 
at the Stazione Zoologica, a research institute in 
Naples, Italy, for his doctoral thesis about aquatic 
invertebrate animals. He received his academic 
degree as a Doctor of Zoology from the University 
of Berlin in 1944. His thesis was published in Stutt-
gart in 1948. 
Still keen to advance his diving equipment he 
was also working on a prototype heli-ox rebreath-
er during 1944. As World War II came to an end in 
1945 invading Russian troops seized the Seeteufel 
and all of Hans' sequipment as "Prizes of War." To 
continue his work he would have to rebuild his 
career from the ruins of war and find sufficient 
funds to acquire a new research ship. 
Although he had lost his research vessel, 
Hans gained a wife when in 1945 he married the 
German actress Hannelore Schroth (1922-1987), 
whose career on stage, film and TV spanned over 
50 years. It was Hannelore' s second marriage and 
in 1946 they had a son, Hans Hass Junior, but the 
relationship did not last and they divorced in1950. 
As Austria slowly recovered from the ravages 
of the war Hans re-applied himself to writing, and 
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1948. equ pment that Hans took with him on his solo expedition to the 
Red Sea. "My equipment includes the respirator (upper left), oxygen cylinders, 
submarine cameras, fins, mask, light gauge, film-changing bag, and harpoon 
barbs. The bag in the center contains enough caustic soda for only twenty-five 
descents of an hour each." (Leslie Leaney Archives) 
1948. The cover 
of his 1944 thesis 
for his degree as a 
Doctor of Zoology, 
published in 1948 
after the end of 
WWII, in Stuttgart. 
(Leslie Leaney Ar-
chives) 
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1948, Red Sea. A pair of Manta 
rays photographed by Hans on 
his solo expedition. 
11 
1950, Red Sea . Hans' photograph of 
a whale shark with a diver in the back 
ground on his second Red Sea expedition. 
his fourth book, Drei Jaeger auf 
dem Meersgrund (Three Hunters 
on the Sea Bottom) was publis-
hed in Zurich, Switzerland in 
1947. This recorded the adven-
tures of the 1939 expedition to 
the Caribbean and also Hans's 
time in America as he made his 
long journey back to Austria. 
During this period he stea-
dily worked at returning to 
diving as royalties from his 
popular books started to accu-
mulate, and by 1949 his fifth 
book on diving was published. 
Titled Menschen und Haie (Men 
and Sharks), it was again publis-
hed in Zurich, Switzerland. 
By November 1949 he had 
positioned himself to return to 
diving and took one major step 
that would eventually place 
him on cinema··screens around 
the world and bring universal 
attention to his research work. 
He packed his Gegenlunge 
and underwater cameras and 
headed to the Red Sea on a solo 
expedition. Working out of the 
Sudan Hans captured amazing 
12 
images of the rich underwater underwater camera housing diving adventures up to 
life and scenery, and, once back in 1954. During 1950 he also and including the 1939 
in Vienna, set about funding a developed an underwater expedition to the Caribbean, 
major expedition back to the housing for the Leica camera. was translated into English 
Red Sea to make a full length By 1950 Hans had secured and published as Diving To 
documentary film with a sup- sufficient funding and support Adventure (1951 Double Day, 
port crew. to return to the Red Sea with New York). The publication 
To gain the required fun- underwater film cameras. He of the book helped prepare 
ding he would eventually and his crew survived many the American market for the 
have to modify his scientific adventures diving with their release of the film, Under The 
documentary approach to film oxygen rebreathers, and the Red Sea. Skin diving was also 
making to include a story line result of the footage they cap- get more national attention in 
that would ultimately include tured was to be his third film, America, and enthusiasts got 
a female crew member. Lotte Under The Red Sea. The German their own national magazine in 
Beriel was his office assistant title for the film was Abenteuer December 1951 when the first 
and through her careful mani- im Roten Meer. The film was edition of The Skin Diver was 
pulation of the situation, she a great success and launched published. 
was able to land a spot on the Hans on a decade of scientific In 1952 his book covering 
expedition crew. She would diving. The expedition had his first solo expedition to the 
later publish her experiences in brought Hans and Lotte much Red Sea was published in both 
her book, Girl on the Ocean Floor closer together and they were England, as Under The Red Sea, 
(1972, Harrap, London). There married in November 1950. and in German as Manta, Teufel 
was no American printing of Their daughter Meta was born im Roten Meer. · 
this book. in 1957. American publication 
During 1949 Hans also star- With a major film in the followed a year later and was 
ted working with the German works an increased interest titled Manta. Under the Red Sea 
camera company Franke & in Hans's career began in with Camera and Spear, (1953, 
Heidecke and this relationship America. His 1947 book, Drei Rand McNally, Chicago) This 
would eventually produce the Jaeger auf dem Meersgrund, was his second book in English 
Hans Hass Rolleimarin System recording Hans's pioneering and quickly went to two 
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printings in the USA. 
Under the Red Sea was released in 
America in 1952. The German version 
had already received the International 
Prize for feature-length documentaries at 
the 2nd Mostra Internazionale del Film 
Scientifico e del Documentario d' Arte in 
Venice. However, it must be noted that 
Hans was very, very unhappy with the 
American version of his film, which had 
been given the "Hollywood treatment." 
Some of the scientific elements of the film 
were disregarded and certain sequences 
edited in a way that distorted their original 
scientific results. The posters for the movie 
promoted sensation more than science and 
Hans came away from the experience with 
a great deal of mistrust for the American 
film industry. The film was a success, 
however, and he later noted that, " .. .it was 
shown in nearly every civilized country-
and in a lot of uncivilized ones-and a 
portion of the admission money handed 
over by spectators of every shade of skin 
color eventually, and after a great many 
deductions, came to us." 
The film's American distributors 
invited Hans and Lotte to New York 
for the premiere of the film and then 
to appear at the opening of the film in 
other American cities. They took along 
their diving equipment to exhibit at the 
openings and in television interviews. 
Hans had always wanted to visit 
Australia's Great Barrier Reef and he 
and Lotte used this American visit as a 
stepping stone to achieve that goal by 
flying from San Francisco to Sydney. From 
December 1952 to February 1953 they 
visited Australia and the Great Barrier Reef 
and learned more about sharks from the 
nation's divers, who encountered them on 
a regular basis. 
Having a successful film and book 
available in the English language now 
opened up a completely new audience 
for Hans. With the added media royalties 
coming in from his film, Hans was finally 
able to acquire a vessel for scientific 
diving expeditions to replace Seeteufel. In 
Denmark in 1952 he purchased the hull of 
a sailing ship that had been built in 1926 
for the Singer family who had made their 
fortune manufacturing sewing machines. 
He brought the vessel to Hamburg for an 
overhaul and refitting to the requirements 
he needed for an ocean going scientific 
research vessel. He gave his new ship 
her original name, Xarifa, which was the 
Arabic word for "beautiful," and it would 
carry Hans and his team on two major 
scientific expeditions. 
The positive surge from the film also 
allowed him to establish the International 
Institute for Submarine Research in 
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1953 Arst Xarlfa Expedttlon. Fonner Royal Navy diver 
Jimmy HodgeS Lotte and Hans with some of their camera 
eqt,Jipment on the first xarffla expedition. 
Liechtenstein. As 1953 progressed he 
prepared for his first major expedition 
aboard Xarifa. From August 1953 to June 
1954 Hans and his expedition crew sailed 
the Xarifa across the Atlantic Ocean on a 
scientific expedition diving in the Azores, 
the Canary Islands, the Caribbean, and by 
way of the Panama Canal the Galapagos 
Islands in the Pacific. In the Azores he 
followed the local whalers and filmed a 
sperm whale under water. One of the crew 
members was Irenaus Eibl-Eibesfeldt, who 
was a scientist at the Max Planck Institute 
for Behavioral Physiology. Eibl-Eibesfeldt 
was alarmed at what was happening to 
the Galapagos Islands unique wild life 
and, once back in Austria, started to gather 
support for an effective conservation 
program for the area. With initial support 
from UNESCO and IUCN his efforts 
eventually resulted in the region becoming 
a National Park. The expedition provided 
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an abundance of scientific material and 
underwater footage from which Hans 
compiled his fourth movie, which was titled 
Under The Caribbean, making the obvious 
connection to his successful earlier film, 
Under The Red Sea. It was released in 1954. 
With recreational diving now gaining 
wider public popularity internationally, 
Hans and Lotte started to appear in 
articles in main media magazines. In 1954 
his book, Menschen und Haie, covering 
his experiences with sharks during 
his expedition in the Aegean Sea, was 
translated into English and published 
using a straight translation of the title, Men 
and Sharks (1954, Double Day, Garden City, 
New York). Hans now had three books on 
diving published in America within a four-
year period and was becoming recognized 
by the diving public who saw the books 
advertized in The Skin Diver magazine. 
During 1954 the Hans Hass Rolleimarin 
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System also arrived on the market. It 
quickly became the standard underwater 
camera housing for the rapidly expanding 
field of underwater photography and 
found a large acceptance here in the USA. 
By this time in his career Hans 
had amassed one of the largest, if not 
the largest, archive of underwater 
photographs in the world. The range of 
images of the creatures of the sea he had 
encountered and photographed or filmed 
was amazing. 
Working again with publisher Heering-
Verlag, he produced what is considered 
by many diving historians the definitive 
book of underwater images of that era. 
Published in 1955, Ich fotografierte in den 7 
Meeren was an astounding achievement in 
photography. It was published in a larger 
format than any of his previous books and 
was a photographic masterpiece. It was 
his seventh book on diving and contained 
two sections of full page underwater color 
images, and one extensive section of black 
and white images from his diving career. 
Fortunately the book was also 
published in English titled, I Photographed 
Under the Seven Seas, (1956 Jarrolds, 
London). This book was an exact replica of 
the original German language publication 
and Hans's fourth book printed in English. 
There was only one printing done and 
unfortunately there was no American 
printing of the book. 
This title is unquestionably the 
pinnacle of what Hans had published to 
that date. A brief overview by P. Jackson 
and L. Leaney in Historical Diver Magazine, 
issue 9, Fall1996, noted: "In this book 
Hass concentrates on the equipment and 
techniques of underwater photography 
and amply illustrates his mastery of both 
with a stunning collection of 99 black 
and white and 17 color photographs. 
Details of the conditions, film and shutter 
speeds, aperture etc., are given for every 
illustration. A visual feast for anyone 
interested in underwater photography and 
a much sought after title. Includes whale 
shark, sperm whale and more." 
In 1957, with his credibility; 
marketability and popularity soaring, 
Hans delivered 26 episodes of a black and 
white underwater series to the British 
Broadcasting Corporation. Using the 
same title as his first English language 
book, Diving To Adventure was narrated 
in English and aired in Great Britain, 
and probably in some Commonwealth 
countries. It was awarded Program of the 
Year by the BBC and was also shown in 
Germany and Austria, but it appears never 
to have been aired in the USA. 
In October of 1957 Hans undertook his 
last major ocean expedition. Setting out 
14 
1955. With two full length films 
their credit Hans and Lotte 
item of interest to Hollywood. 
they are seen with actor Kirk 
from Cannes, France, on the Xarifa, he and 
his team sailed across the Mediterranean, 
through the Suez Canal, down the Red Sea 
and out into the Indian Ocean, headed to 
the Maldive Islands located to the south 
of Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). From there 
they sailed up to Ceylon, across to the 
Nicobar Islands, down the west coast of 
the Malaysian peninsular to Singapore. 
The voyage was again a scientific success, 
took one year to complete, and covered 
8,620 sea miles. 
Full length under water documentary 
films were still something of a rarity 
and in Hans's next book he wrote about 
making both Under The Red Sea and Under 
The Caribbean. Titled We Come From The 
Sea (1959, Doubleday, New York), he also 
described his visit with Lotte to Australia. 
The book was originally published as Wir 
Kommen A us Dem Meer in Germany in 
The Journal of Diving History 
1958 and also in England that same year. 
The dust jacket of the American version 
featured the subtitle "Adventure Under 
the Water and Science in the Sun," which 
could probably have been used as the 
Mission Statement for his life up to that 
time. In recognition of what Lotte had 
had to endure over the years with him 
he dedicated the book To My Dear Brave 
Wife. 
Now with four books in print in 
America, and a diving community eager 
to meet him, in 1959 Hans visited the USA. 
He had been awarded the Underwater 
Photographer of the Year Award from 
the Underwater Photographic Society, 
and appeared at their ceremony in Los 
Angeles, California, to receive it. 
The 1958-59 expedition across the 
Indian Ocean had been a great success 
for Hans, providing volumes of scientific 
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information in addition to 
a great deal of underwater 
photographs and film footage. 
However, after over two 
decades in which he had 
influenced numerous aspects 
of diving, he was reconsidering 
his life's mission. By 1960 Hans 
felt he had achieved all he set 
out to do in diving and marine 
science. He made the decision 
to leave diving and sold Xarifa 
to the Italian businessman 
Carlo Traglio, who renovated 
the vessel and based it in the 
harbor at Monte Carlo. 
Hans recorded his 
successful Indian Ocean 
expedition with the publication 
of his ninth book, Expedition 
ins Unbekannte, (1961, Verlag 
Ullstein, Berlin, Germany). 
This was the largest format of 
all his books and the translated 
version was published in 
England as Expedition into 
the Unknown. A Report on the 
Expedition of the Research Ship 
Xarifa to the Maldive Islands and 
the Nicobar Islands and on a series 
of26 Television Films (1965, 
Hutchinson London). It was 
his sixth book in English, but 
again there was no American 
printing. 
With Xarifa sold, Hans 
now devoted his energies to 
theoretical scientific research 
about the evolution of man, 
which he developed into his 
Energon Theory. He worked 
in close collaboration with his 
former Xarifa crew member, 
Irenaeus Eibl-Eibensfeldt, 
and the Max Planck Institute, 
travelling the world filming 
human and animal behavior. 
Fully immersed in his research, 
he went on to publish several 
scientific books and papers on 
the subject during the next few 
decades. 
However, he could never 
completely distance himself 
from his pioneering diving 
and scientific research career 
and authored Challenging 
the Deep, Thirty Years of 
Undersea Adventure (1972, 
William Morrow, New York) 
in which he reviewed his full 
diving career and its many 
adventures. 
The next year, 1973, he 
appeared in London, England, 
as a speaker at Oceans 2000, 
the Third World Congress 
of Underwater Activities, 
organized by BSAC in 
conjunction with CMAS. He 
had recently visited some of 
his old diving locations and 
was shocked by the absence of 
fish, which had been prolific 
in his day. Hans presented his 
paper, titled Stop the Slaughter, 
which focused on attempts 
by an international group of 
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1958. Indian Ocean 
expedition. Hans and 
Lotte shown wearing 
compressed air scuba 
units instead of their 
02 rebreathers. 
prominent divers, of which 
he was a member, to ban 
the mechanical weapons of 
spearfishing. Notably missing 
from the group was Jacques-
Yves Cousteau, who was at 
the time President of CMAS, 
and who had failed to respond 
to numerous letters, sent by 
senior members of the group, 
requesting his assistance. 
His ninth, and last, book on 
diving was Men Beneath The Sea 
(1975, St. Martins Press, New 
York), in which he presented 
a general overview of man's 
exploration of the sea. He also 
looked at man's relationship 
with the sea and considered 
what the future may hold. 
Although retired from 
regular involvement with the 
diving community, he was a 
true "Living Legend" and as 
technology advanced his films 
were transferred and packaged 
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1974. The American printing of Hans' 1968 
German language book on human behavior. 
(Leslie Leaney Archives) 
1994. Michael Jung with Hans. Michael wrote a biography of Hans and continues his 
work on behalf of the Hans Hass Institute. 
into DVD sets in Europe so 
that a younger audience could 
experience his adventures. 
A pure scientist at heart, 
he never seriously pursued 
financial gain from endorsing 
diving equipment. For a brief 
time in his early career he 
worked with the Heinke diving 
company of England, who 
produced Hans Hass masks 
and fins. 
In later years he gave 
his name to the Hans Hass 
Deco Brain decompression 
meter. However, the piece 
of underwater equipment 
that ensures his name lives 
on is appropriately the Hans 
Hass Rolleimarin System 
underwater camera housing. 
"The Development of 
the Hans Hass Rolleimarin 
System," written by Franz 
Rothbrust, was published 
in issue 74 of The Journal of 
Diving History. The system was 
arguably the cornerstone of 
early international underwater 
photography, and HDS 
16 
members will celebrate its 60'h 
anniversary at a special vintage 
camera meeting in Barcelona, 
Spain, in 2014. 
Hans Hass enjoyed a 
singularly unique career, some 
of which has been recorded 
here. There is much that has, 
by necessity of available space, 
been omitted. He experienced 
the contentment of a life fully 
lived on the edges of what was 
one of the greatest individual 
adventures of all time. 
The highs of being the first 
to see and film many creatures 
underwater were tempered by 
the lows of great losses. His 
friends Jimmy Hodges and 
Klaus Wissel died in separate 
diving accidents during the 
two Xarifa expeditions, and 
his son, Hans Hass Junior, 
committed suicide in 2009. 
Although his pioneering 
contributions to diving, 
underwater film and 
photography, marine science 
and human evolution have 
been of influence to millions of 
people around the globe, there 
has yet to be a biographical 
book published in English. 
A biography was written 
in German by his long time 
friend and colleague Michael 
Jung. Titled Ein Leben lang 
auf Expedition (1994, Verlag 
Naglschmid, Stuttgart, 
Germany), the translated title 
is A Whole Life on Expedition, 
which accurately describes 
Hans' life-journey above and 
below the waters of our planet. 
His career has been 
recognized by countless 
international awards, including 
the HDS USA Diving Pioneer 
Award, the DEMA Reaching 
Out Award, two AUAS NOGI 
Awards in the same year, and 
induction into the International 
Scuba Diving Hall of Fame. 
Hans Hass passed away on 
16th June at his home in Vienna 
and was buried on 22th June 
at the Hietzinger cemetery in 
Vienna. He was 94 years old. 
He is survived by his wife 
Lotte, and daughter Meta. • 
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CACHALOT 
The First Gulf of Mexico SAT Job 
Introduction by Leslie Leaney 
The following article, "Where It Began: The 
First Commercial Offshore Saturation Dive," 
is an account of the next historical step 
Boo working 
man-hours 
Under Wa*' th ,er Prove 
e effectiveness 
and safety of 
Cacha lor 
for the Cachalot SAT system. It follows 
"Cachalot: The First Commercial SAT and 
Hot Water Suits," and "Smith Mountain 
Dam," articles which appeared in issue 74. 
"Smith Mountain Dam," by Jerry O'Neill, 
recounted the details of the first 
commercial SAT job, which took place 
in 1965 in fresh water on the stable 
platform of the dam. The next challenge 
for Westinghouse's Cachalot would take 
place the following year, in 1966, in the 
much more challenging conditions of the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
This article is again authored by Jerry 
O'Neill, one of the principal participants 
in the Cachalot program. However, 
unlike the Smith Mountain Dam 
article, which was originally published 
in January 1967, the following article 
was written by O'Neill much later, 
~iving Systems 
and appeared in the Association of Diving 
Contractor International's UnderWater Magazine 
in March 2010. 
Foul weather, poor visibility, strong currents, off-shore logistics, and a massive upgrade 
in the fish life - from smallmouth bass to tiger sharks and barracudas - provided stark 
contrasts to Smith Mountain Dam for O'Neill to reflect on. 
Westinghouse promoted the success of Smith Mountain Dam in industry media at the 
same time Cachalot was at work in the Gulf, and the text and image of their full-page 
advert in the May 1966 issue of UnderSea Technology is shown on this page. 
In recognition of his important role in the industry, Jerry O'Neil was inducted ADCI's 
Commercial Diving Hall of Fame in 2007. He passed away on September 16, 2009. 
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wt;& It BetttVV 
The First CommerCial 
Offshore Saturation Dive 
0 ur Westinghouse Cachalot Saturation Diving System had revealed itself to be an efficient system during its first job at Smith Mountain Dam in Virginia (December 1966 issue of Skin Diver Magazine). Some 800-man hours of diving work were completed there during 1965. 
Now, in March of 1966, we were approaching a much larger job in 
the Gulf of Mexico. Hurricane Betsy had smashed through the middle 
of the "oil patch" off the coast of southern Louisiana, toppling two oil 
platforms in the process. 
The wrecked structures were located 30 miles offshore in 200 and 
220 feet of water respectively. The job was to "kill" 16 oil wells and 
remove all the wreckage to a depth below the mud line, which involved 
dives to 235 feet. 
Our work platform, McDermott Derrick Barge #8, was a 300-foot 
long and 80-foot wide floating city, with living quarters below decks. The 
gigantic main crane had a lifting capacity of 250 tons and completely 
dwarfed our loading crane and Cachalot system. 
Our previous job at Smith Mountain did not present all the problems 
we now faced . A dam is a solid platform from which to handle a diving 
bell ; it seldom rocked that much. The largest waves we had been 
forced to cope with were a couple of feet and the current was nil. As 
for "denizens of the deep," the bass were of the small mouth variety. 
The fresh soft water automatically rinsed our equipment and logistically 
speaking, it was just a few miles down the road to town for supplies. As 
expected, the Gulf of Mexico proved far less hospitable. During the first 
part of my44-day tour of duty aboard the huge barge, I observed winds 
to 60 knots, waves 20 feet high, currents to four knots, and sharks and 
barracuda galore. One incident dotted the 'i' in logistics when I waited 
ten days for a common variety of nuts and bolts. During the very bad 
March 1966 - The Gulf Job 
By WJ. O'Neill 
The diving bell suspended above the waterline 
from the small crane. 
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Control panel. 
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weather, it was like living in a confused elevator, bouncing from one floor to 
another every eight seconds. 
One morning, during the worst of the bad weather, AI Krasberg 
and I were standing near the windward side of the barge and AI was in 
the process of bel ittling my 20-foot estimate of wave height, when the 
granddaddy of them all came swishing over the side and caught us square. 
A few seconds later while pouring water out of his shoes, he conceded , 
"that one might have reached 20 feet." Partly as a system checkout and 
partly as a demonstration , and in accordance with our policy of not asking 
anyone to do something we would not do ourselves, AI and I made the first 
bell dive. It took place at dusk wh ile a surface diver was down using oxi-arc 
cutting equipment. The trip over the side and down to depth was smooth 
and the water clarity excellent. The great steel members of the fallen 
structure appeared dimly in the distance canted over at a crazy angle. After 
we had exited the bell and dropped deeper, the surface diver struck an 
arc with his cutting gear and the lightening like flashes illuminated the awe 
inspiring scene all around us - a scene made much safer and more easily 
attainable by the close proximity of that life saving bubble of gas in the bell . 
During the initial setup period, surface divers worked on the shallow 
part of the wreckage. High-pressure hoses had to be attached to the 
submerged wellheads so that cement could be pumped into the pipes 
to "kill" the wells. Once the wells were rendered harmless, the casing 
and members of the structure were cut efficiently using circular "shaped-
charges" and the wreckage piled high on the barge tied alongside. The 
diving procedure went much the same as at Smith Mountain, with one 
major exception: the high cost of offshore operation called for efficient 
24 hour operations, and the Smith Mountain crew of four divers could 
not produce sufficient bottom hours of work. Two additional bunks 
were installed and the dive crew increased to six. Thereafter, the divers 
spent approximately six hours in the bell and 12 hours in the living 
quarters throughout their one-week stint, and the last 30 hours or so 
decompressing . 
Day and night the powerful explosive charges were set. When all the 
harnesses of primacord were attached to the explosives, the barge was 
kedged back a few yards out of the way and then BOOM! At night, in your 
bunk below, you soon learned to recognize the rumble of the winching 
engines that preceded each shot of explosives. The resounding thump 
heard in the sleeping quarters tended to unnerve newcomers momentarily, 
but it was really small stuff compared to the chipping hammers of the 
vigorous and much maligned barge maintenance crew. 
As the work progressed, each new piece of wreckage wrested from 
the ocean was taken as an accompl ishment by the whole crew, and large 
pieces brought grins and congratulations all around. A couple of the largest 
sections raised weighed nearly 190 tons. 
One of the largest and most difficult was the deck section shown 
suspended from the crane. It had been severed from its legs and lay right 
side up flat on the bottom, obscured by the ever-present 30-foot layer 
of murk. The divers had first to find, by feel, the four lifting pad eyes that 
were located beneath the decking. To do so they were forced to work 
among tangled wreckage on the underside of the deck, in almost complete 
darkness. Their lights were almost useless because of suspended matter 
in the water. 
Misleading information as to the exact location of the pad eyes caused 
a number of suspenseful hours of searching in the wrong area. The news 
that a diver had finally found them came as a relief. With the next crew, 
underwater cutting gear went down so that those holes could be cut in the 
deck over the pad eyes, through which the lifting cables could pass. These 
cables are 1 1/4" diameter, and on deck it's a job for four strong riggers 
to shackle in for a lift like this . Underwater, weightless and in darkness, it 
takes a two-diver team a little longer. The last of four cables was shackled 
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in by an exhausted bull of a diver around 4:00AM. When the 
portholes of the bell cleared water, the deck crew applauded the 
divers who were the apex of all of our efforts. 
As dawn broke, the lumbering engines of the Goliath crane 
rumbled as the operator tested and tugged to appraise the weight 
of th is new load, and it's willingness to release its muddy grasp 
on the bottom. The crews were silently appraising the tension on 
the 18 parts of fat cable that disappeared into the sea. It seemed 
as though each man was straining to help win this gargantuan tug 
of war. The huge barge slowly heeled to starboard as the cables 
inched in. It soon began to look as though we had chosen too 
strong an adversary, then there was a slight shudder and the lift 
cables slapped together like a rifle shot. The proud smile on the 
boss rigger's face said, "We've won again." 
The major difficulty during rough weather was passing through 
the surface waves. Once the bell was below 30 or 40 feet the 
effect of the waves becomes negligible. Once at depth, the slow 
rolling of the barge caused the bell to heave up and down a few 
feet but cautious exit and entry minimized the danger. The artful 
operation of the bell-handling crane allowed dives to be made in 
six-to eight-foot seas. The operator would hold the bell just above 
maximum wave height and wait for the proper moment to plunge 
it through, catching the center of the trough and dropping fast to 
30 or 40 feet. Though the bell wobbled a bit, it was well within the 
divers ability to hold on . 
Current posed a different problem. At times, hose-fed surface 
divers could not reach their work, even when it was relatively 
shallow, or if they reached it, the job of hanging on precluded 
the accomplishment of much work. To counter this problem in 
handling the bell, we rigged an air winch and cable well forward 
(upstream) near the bow to hold the bell into the current. Once 
at working depth, one diver would remain on the drop-weight 
suspended beneath the bell and tend the other diver's hose. 
The shorter length of hose minimized the current drag and work 
continued at a reduced but satisfactory rate. 
Currents were usually much reduced near bottom. The murky 
water of the nearby Mississippi meanders out into the Gulf like a 
muddy brown snake and when it chose to slither in our direction, 
the sometimes 140-foot visibility would drop to something like 1-2 
feet. Occasionally it would ride the surface leaving good visibility 
below 30-40 feet. Flying out in the helicopter the line between 
muddy and clear water was pronounced. 
Occasionally during periods of clear water, we would go over 
the side with scuba or surface supplied Desco equipment to 
observe and photograph the bell and the working divers in action. 
Ted Cox, Gene Parker and Carl Helwig, being on the scene most 
of the time, contributed a number of good photos. AI and I dove 
primarily to look for system and equipment design improvements 
to include in the new 850 foot Cachalot now under construction. 
AI and I dove two new helmet designs, one by Kirby Company in 
California and one by a Mr. Savoie in Louisiana. Helmets of this 
type will probably appear in our future systems. 
The ever-present denizens of the deep did cause a few 
difficulties that could be considered dangerous or humorous, 
depending on whether you were topside hearing about them or 
below experiencing them. One of the divers was engulfed by a 
school of ribbon-like fish one or two feet long that persisted in 
bumping into him and nipping at his suit and any exposed flesh. 
It was between 3 and 4 AM and he assumed that the light was 
drawing them so he decided to douse it and see if they would 
A surface scuba diver with a bell diver beneath the bell. 
A section of the rig 
breaks the surface. 
Aria I view of work site. 
The bell at the surface with Cachalot on the deck at the right. 
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leave. He reported this to topside along with some unmentionable 
remarks about the poor, obviously hungry fish . Sitting alone in the 
blackness that can only be found in 200 feet of ocean, while the 
persistent fish continued to nibble away, he envisioned being eaten 
alive in small bites, so he retreated 
to the bell , thus removing the bait 
and discouraging the friendly fish . 
starred in as molesters. Diver Joe Carraciollo was forced to take 
swipes at one four-footer with his knife while tending another diver 
from the bell anchor. The 'cuda circled just out of arm's reach and 
Joe nearly unscrewed his head trying to keep track of it. The phone 
talker kept trying to placate Joe by explaining 
that, "it was a very unusual 'cuda that would 
show a preference for Italian food." 
To describe the second incident I must 
explain an equipment modification that we 
made after the Smith Mountain job. At Smith 
Mountain the divers hose length was 75 feet. 
The Gulf job required 100 feet, wh ich is, at full 
extent, a long way to go to reach the bell in the 
event of breathing equipment failure. For this 
reason we added a single hose regulator to the 
semi-closed rig as standby. The shiny chrome 
plated regulator hung readily accessible in 
After each explosive charge 
was fired, many dead fish would 
float to the surface and ten times 
that number would sink to the 
bottom. This continuing supply of 
fresh food drew a fairly good-sized 
family of fairly good-sized sharks 
who apparently intended to remain 
nearby while the flavor lasted. 
Hammerheads and tigers were 
recognized. On several occasions, 
sharks that normally kept their 
A large section of the rig being hoisted to the 
surface. 
the middle of the diver's chest and it was this 
that was the cause of the second incident. Joe 
distance would act nervous and 
move in closer to the working divers, upon which the divers would 
also act nervous and retreat to the bell, trying to pass through the 
hatch "all at once" so as not to leave their feet dangling enticingly. 
After waiting five or 10 minutes they would again emerge to see 
if they still had nervous company, and this point I have since had 
reason to ponder since it is impossible to exit the bell head first! 
One of the larger tigers took to swimming around the barge on 
the surface at night, gobbling up everything in sight. Four times, 
ambitious fishermen hooked into him. Two rigs were snapped and 
two conventional shark hooks were straightened. In an effort to 
rid the divers of one hungry tormentor I had the ship fitter fashion 
a hook 5 inches across and 12 inches long made from half-inch 
steel rod. With 6 feet of chain and 200 feet of half-inch nylon line, 
a 5-gallon can for a cork and a whole unfrozen chicken for bait, we 
hooked him. He immediately dove taking out most of the 200 feet 
of nylon and the sea pressure crushed our gas-filled 5-gallon can. 
A noisy tug of war then ensued with ten husky Cajun riggers on one 
end and a 1 ,000-pound tiger shark on the other. The uneven fight 
ended about ten minutes later when it was brought alongside and 
shot. The next morning he was lifted by the small crane for photos, 
and after I had extracted the jawbone, we rolled him over the side 
to help satisfy the hunger of his relatives. 
The ever-present barracuda, ranging to four feet in length, 
remained observers at almost every dive except the two that they 
Jones, also tending another diver from the 
drop weight, was in the process of describing a big one that was 
circling when his toothy friend shot straight in, latched onto the 
shiny regulator, and hung onto it tenaciously. As you may imagine, 
much excitement ensued both topside and below for the next 
couple of minutes. The radio speaker blared a slightly emotional 
account of the battle taking place 200 feet below. By hammering on 
the creature's head Joe finally managed to jar the broken-toothed 
fish away. No blood was drawn though the composure of both 
Joe and the fish were momentarily shaken. After this incident we 
covered the chrome with black tape and I now concur strongly with 
the popular concept of 'cudas hitting shiny objects. As for the safety 
aspect of the added regulator, during the whole job the 'cuda was 
the only one to use it. 
Daytime temperatures on the barge reached as high as 113 
degrees in the shade. Being a displaced Boston Sea Rover, I 
much preferred the much cooler night shift, and by 11AM was quite 
content to retire to the air-conditioned compartments below. I'm 
glad that AI preferred the day shift. Night dives were somewhat 
more difficult but nonetheless produced some of the largest lifts. • 
This article first appeared in the March/April2010 issue of 
UnderWater Magazine, the official publication of the Association 
of Diving Contractors International, an HDS sponsor organization. 
It is reproduced by the kind permission of Phil Newsum, ADCI 
Executive Director, and Sean Garrity, Managing Editor, Naylor LLC. 
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By Bill Crowley 
W ilber Jerome (Jerry) O'Neill passed away on September 16, 2009. His contributions to the industry include: 
• A specialist in Support Systems for manned undersea work, with 
particular experience in breathing apparatus, diving equipment, and hyperbaric 
system, design, operation and safety. 
• Co-managed and dove the world 's first and second commercial saturation 
operations at Smith Mountain Dam (1965) and offshore Gulf of Mexico (1966) 
• Inventor, designer of the 'Arawak I' through 'Arawak VI ' return line 
systems. Inventor, designer of the Abalone diving apparatus adopted by the US 
Navy as their Mark XI ; 
• Principal designer of the Westinghouse 1500-foot Man-Rated hyperbaric 
facility; 
• Principal Designer of the Westinghouse CCM, a closed-circuit mixed-gas 
diver breathing apparatus. 
• Co-designer of the Westinghouse CACHALOT SAT systems. 
• Co-designer, Krasberg sensor controlled underwater breathing apparatus, 
the CACHALOT Underwater Breathing Apparatus CUBA, a tethered semi-
closed mixed gas umbilical supplied apparatus. 
• Inventor, designer of the CARDIOID Valve used in the USN Mark XI. 
• Designer of a one-atmosphere, inert gas environment, return line, Worker 
Breathing System, and a fully closed circuit four-man 72 hour Emergency 
Breathing System, manufactured by Divex for Lockheed Petroleum. 
• Numerous patents issued. 
• During a "How are you doing" telephone conversation, Jerry once stated 
how lucky he was to have had George Bond as a friend and mentor. 
• I will never forget how he broke down Uust a little) when I informed him 
of his induction into the ADCI Commercial Divers Hall of Fame. He was truly 
moved that others recognized his efforts and accomplishments. He is missed. 
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To keep a diver alive and working underwater, it's always been painfully obvious that there are two essential life 
support functions that must be met; providing 
an adequate supply of breathing gas and 
keeping the diver in thermal balance. While this 
is true for all divers, the challenges are much 
more critical for professional divers, whether 
they are scientific, public safety, military, or 
commercial divers. The closer you get to the 
extremes of exposure, whether it's deeper 
depths or colder waters, the more critical the 
demands on your life support equipment. 
Dick Long has worked on diver thermal 
protection since the 1960s, perfecting more 
different technologies for keeping divers warm 
underwater than any other individual. He 
recognized many years ago that even if you 
have enough breathing gas to last a lifetime, 
once you become hypothermic underwater your 
survival time is measured in minutes . 
Aside from his support for the success 
of each diver's individual underwater goals 
and safety; Dick's personal legacy is one of 
compassion for people and always standing 
up for what is right and what is best for the 
industry. His support of what's best for divers 
has often come at great personal cost to himself 
as well as his company. 
FISHING LURES AND WETSUITS 
In 1958, 20-year old Dick Long had just been 
discharged from the Army. He got off the bus in 
San Jose, California, with $60 in his pocket. Like 
so many successful people, he was in the right 
place, at the right time. Although he had no 
experience in diving, he was close to the coast 
at Monterey and the sport of skin and scuba 
diving was about to grow in ways no one had 
foreseen. 
His initial interest in diving was sparked 
by the Cousteau film, The Silent World, as well 
as the television show, Sea Hunt. However, he 
did not try diving until he lost a favorite fishing 
lure while casting in a manmade lake. At the 
local Army surplus store, he purchased a mask 
with two built-in snorkels for $1.95 and a pair 
of fins for $1.98, went back to the lake and 
retrieved not only his lure but several others as 
well. His curiosity about diving and everything 
underwater had been aroused. 
When Dick returned to work at the furniture 
factory where he was employed, a fellow 
employee asked Dick whether he had worn 
a wetsuit or a dry suit to recover the lures. 
At the time, Dick did not know such items 
existed, but his friend loaned him a wetsuit 
for him to try. Of course, he thought this was a 
fantastic improvement over diving with only a 
bathing suit, especially on his first skin dive in 
Monterey, where he fell in love with the ocean. 
Dick built his first wetsuit from a kit, on 
the kitchen floor of his home. He managed to 
spill the can of neoprene cement on the floor, 
creating a 'terrible mess, but the suit ended up 
working well. 
Most dive shops in 1958 were operated out 
of an enthusiastic diver's garage or basement. 
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Stan Sheley, who started 
Stan's Skindiving (which 
was in business until2009) 
also started his store in 
his basement. Stan made 
custom wetsuits and 
allowed Long to work for 
him on a part-time basis in 
trade for equipment. 
When Stan Sheley 
decided to open a full-time 
dive store be offered Long 
a 50 I 50 partnership if he 
would run the store. Sheley went into business 
with Dick because he had used him to do 
repair work around his home and had never 
seen anyone who worked so hard or was so 
tenacious. Today, Long freely admits he knew 
nothing about business at that time. "I learned 
how to run a business from my customers," 
says Long. 
Long first began to experiment with wetsuit 
design during the late 50s and early 60s. 
He remembers crawling out of the water at 
Monterey, so cold he was unable to move or 
stand up. Dick developed wetsuits 
with farmer john pants, attached 
hoods, and twist locks. He bought a 
sewing machine so he could stitch 
the first zippers in wetsuits. He 
developed the first thigh-mounted 
wetsuit knife sheath after watching 
a television western. 
While these are all standard 
suit features today, they were 
revolutionary back in 1960. 
BECOMING A DIVING 
INSTRUCTOR 
Neal Hess was writing a 
column for Skin Diver Magazine 
called the "Instructor's Corner," 
in which he presented course 
materials from diving instructors 
across the U.S., that Dick read 
avidly. When Hess helped organize 
the first NAUI instructor course in 
Houston in 1960, Dick drove non-
stop across the U.S. with a friend in 
a VW bug to attend the certification 
course. 
During the program, Dick saw 
a U.S. Navy diving manual for the 
first time, and when his roommate 
left the room, Dick took the manual 
into the closet to read it with a flashlight, 
because he was certain it was classified 
information. But, as he puts it, "I just had to 
read it!" Although he left the course certified as 
a "provisional" instructor, he easily achieved 
full certification shortly thereafter. 
SAN DIEGO AND SKIN DIVING 
UNLIMITED 
After five years with Sheley, Long saw 
two divers die in Monterey, and he suffered 
a delayed stress reaction. He lost 35 pounds, 
separated from his business partner, divorced 
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Dick sponsored a dive club 
known as "The Unlimiteds" 
through his store in San 
Diego. In 1963 they 
recovered this anchor at 
La Jolla Shores, near San 
Diego. A very young Dick 
Long is seventh from the 
right, wearing a farmer john 
wetsuit bottom. 
In his younger days, Dick 
was an avid underwater 
hunter. This shot was taken 
in San Carlos Bay, Mexico in 
the 60s. 
(Opposite) Dick wearing 
the first wetsuit he made 
for himself from a kit, in 
Monterey, California, 1960. 
25 
his wife, and moved to San 
DUI built the 
first production 
hot water suit 
in 1968. The 
main varve is 
in Dick's hand. 
The top valve 
at his right hip 
controlled the 
flow to the front 
of the torso 
and the lower 
valve controlled 
the flow to the 
back. 
Diving Unlimited was still selling sport 
diving gea r in 1972. Dick can be seen in 
the front lower left. First on the ramp on 
the left is Bob Cranston and third up the 
ramp is Bob Stinton. The company still 
operates at th is location, but the retail 
operation is gone. 
(Right) Dick dons a hot water suit glove 
to go with his closed-circuit hot water 
suit. The design was meant to minimize 
the loss of hot water if the supply to the 
suit stopped, permitting the diver to get 
back to the bell. Circa 1970. 
thick wetsuits with pants that La Jolla and this connection 
Diego. When he arrived in San ended at the waist, and five provided Dick with a back 
Diego, he had an old truck, zippers. Although the SDV was door to the SeaLab personnel. 
a used air compressor, and designed to run for up to six Although Dick could not 
$2,800. With these resources hours, the divers got so cold in foresee it, his involvement 
and "far more guts than the waters off San Diego they with SeaLab II ultimately led 
brains," he started Skin Diving could only remain submerged to the development of the hot 
Unlimited in La Mesa, a suburb for one and a half hours. water suit. 
of San Diego, in 1963. The Dick told the Chief Petty 
late Sam Davison, founder Officer that he could build the SEALAB II 
of Dacor, allowed him to buy Navy a wetsuit that would While the bulk of the 
equipment on terms, with 90 double the diver's bottom time SeaLab II support personnel 
days to pay for the gear. For the for $200.00. The Chief told Dick were deployed out of Mission 
first year, the business was so to go ahead, but build two, one Bay in 1968 aboard the vessel 
tight for cash that the primary for you and one for our pilot. Berkone, Dick spent time 
source of protein that Dick Dick returned in a week with with the SDV support teams 
could afford was the abalone suits that were made from one who were based off the end 
he collected himself. quarter inch thick neoprene of Scripps Pier, much closer to 
Dick was originally and had farmer john pants with the dive site. While there, Dick 
introduced to a Chief Petty boots attached to the pants, talked with an engineer from 
Officer for the Navy's a hood attached to the jacket, B.F. Goodrich who told him 
Underwater Demolition and three-finger mittens. that the electrically heated suits 
Teams (UDT) by Art Stanfield, Upon delivering the suit, the divers planned to use were 
a former member of the Dick told the Chief he would not going to work. 
UDT himself who was the be back in three hours to collect Because the UDT guys 
factory representative for Voit his money, but the Chief said believed in Dick, they invited 
Swimaster, a manufacturer of no, and insisted that Dick get him to a meeting where the 
diving equipment. Skin Diving into the SDV with the diver for SeaLab crew and the UDT 
Unlimited sold Voit gear, and their trial of the suit. After two members met to discuss how to 
Stanfield had an ongoing and a half hours underwater, solve their thermal problems. 
relationship with Dick. the Chief terminated the dive The UDT crew told the SeaLab 
One day when Dick was and told Dick upon surfacing, personnel that anytime they 
visiting a UDT facility in "Obviously you know had a technical problem, they 
Coronado he watched three something we don't!" From gave it to Dick and he fixed 
divers walk up the dock that point forward, Dick was it for them. However, when 
after making a dive with the considered their "guru" for they started to talk about what 
Navy's wet submarine, the solving problems relating to the divers needed to do at 205 
SDV or "Swimmer Delivery their life support. feet of seawater off La Jolla, 
Vehicle." One of the divers The divers from the SDV even Dick realized that he 
was so cold from the dive he program were appointed as could not build them a wetsuit 
was stumbling up the dock the safety divers for SeaLab that would work under the 
and had to be supported II (see Ben Helwarth's conditions they faced. At that 
by his two teammates. The excellent book, SeaLab for point, he told them that he 
divers were wearing 3/ 16-inch details of the program) off would not build suits for them 
because his suits would not do 
the job either. 
Walt Mazzone, who was 
the operations officer for 
SeaLab, was the first person 
to tell Dick about hot water 
suits. Mazzone had heard 
about the suits being used by 
Marine Contracting, who had 
taken on the job of salvaging 
a Shell Oil company platform 
in the Gulf of Mexico using 
the Westinghouse Cachalot 
saturation system. Without 
an active heating system, like 
hot water, saturation diving 
is virtually impossible due to 
the thermal conductivity of 
helium, which robs the body of 
heat very quickly. 
Marine Contracting asked 
Dick if he could build suits for 
them given his reputation for 
the development of thermal 
protection systems. To Dick, 
it was clear that the suits they 
were using had extremely 
uneven hot water distribution, 
after talking with a diver 
who had used a suit built by 
Westinghouse for the Smith 
Mountain Dam job (the first 
commercial application of 
saturation diving). The diver, 
Billy Meeks, told Dick they 
could only use the suit every 
third day because the design 
burned the diver where the hot 
water entered at the wrists and 
ankles, and it took two days for 
them to heal after each round 
of burns. 
Dick redesigned the suit for 
Marine Contracting, using a 
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design where hot water was injected into the suit 
through tubes running down each arm and leg 
and down the front and back of the torso. Each 
tube had holes every 3 inches. 
He took the suit to the Gulf of Mexico to the 
Shell platform salvage job where it was used by 
a number of divers, including Nick Zinkowski, 
(author of the book, Commercial Oilfield Diving). 
Zinkowski told Long the suit was "okay," but 
only because he did not want to share the suit 
with anyone else. Marine Contracting thought 
the suit was great and wanted to go into business 
with Dick, but he declined due to differences in 
their philosophies of business. 
BECOMING EVEN MORE UNLIMITED 
By 1972, the hot water suit business had 
begun to grow and Dick moved the business to 
its present location in San Diego and changed 
the name to Diving Unlimited International. Yet 
despite the promise of hot water suits and their 
efficiency, Dick met a great deal of resistance to 
the use of hot water in the commercial diving 
field . Ken Wallace, who was the president of 
Taylor Diving and Salvage, told Dick, "When 
we pay divers as much as we do, I like to know 
they're miserable down there. If they are diving 
deep on mixed gas, they get paid more than 
I do." Likewise, Tom Angel, who ran Sanford 
Brothers remarked, "We sell divers by the day. 
If we can freeze a diver out, I can sell the client a 
new diver." 
In addition to developing the suits, Dick also 
began to develop hot water generating systems 
and mixing manifolds so that divers could 
be provided with precise temperatures of hot 
water. Diesel, electric and steam energy sources 
powered the hot water systems which also 
included pumps, relief valves, and thermostats. 
It wasn't until1974 at the Working Diver 
Symposium held in Columbus, Ohio, when 
Dan Wilson, president of SubSea International, 
endorsed DUI's hot water suits and systems that 
sales for DUI's products skyrocketed. The North 
Sea oil fields were starting to boom and DUI had 
a difficult time keeping up with the demand for 
their products. 
By 1976, the retail sport diving business 
was competing with Dick's attention for the 
commercial diving side of the business and he 
sold the sport diving operation to the Diving 
Locker. This allowed Dick to focus solely on 
commercial diving products, although this was a 
short lived period that ended when the recession 
hit the oil industry in 1978. 
Once the recession was in full swing, the oil 
industry collapsed and the demand for hot water 
suits came to a sudden halt. Military orders 
helped DUI stay alive, although the company 
had to be reduc;ed to 40 percent of its former size. 
The Navy bought hot-water suits and dry suits 
for the MK 12 diving helmet. Dick worked to 
build the sport and government side of DUI up 
at a speed to match that at which the commercial 
diving industry was collapsing. 
DRY SUITS REDUX 
The dry suit market had been quietly 
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bubbling underneath the wetsuit market for 
many years, and it had been awhile since Dick 
had given it a significant amount of attention. 
Although all of the elements to build a modern 
dry suit had been around for a number of years, 
very few companies had devoted serious energy 
towards building a dry suit that would have the 
reliability and performance to meet the needs of 
today's divers. While walking around the DEMA 
show in 1982, Dick saw that there was a hole in 
the market. He returned to San Diego determined 
to build one. 
Based upon DUI's experience in dealing with 
saturation diving and military operations and 
the need to have reliable life support, Dick felt 
that his team, including people like Bob Stinton 
in their engineering department, qualified them 
as "applied thermal physiologists." With one foot 
in the scientific I medical field and another foot 
planted on the operational side of things, Dick 
and his people understood the language of both 
the theoretical and practical aspects of designing 
systems for divers operating in cold water. 
Previously, DUI had built neoprene dry suits 
using waterproof zippers from space suits. Dick 
had actually made a trip with the Navy to dive 
this "Arctic Suit" in the Bering Strait. He knew 
that the foam neoprene used to make wetsuits 
was not a good long-term solution to keeping 
a diver dry underwater since the material was 
never designed to be waterproof. All you have 
to do is look at the knees of a well-worn wetsuit 
and anyone with an analytical mind would know 
this to be true. 
After looking at what other dry suit 
manufacturers had done, Dick went looking for 
the right materials to make dry suits. He knew 
he needed fabric that was long wearing, thin, 
flexible, and very reliable. 
Crushed neoprene was a material he 
had originally created by accident while 
experimenting but deemed a failure. Initially 
Dick felt that the material was too difficult to use 
in the construction of a suit, despite its incredible 
ruggedness and thin profile. Ultimately, Dick 
discovered a way to work with the material and 
the Navy selected this fabric for its "Passive 
Diver Thermal Protection System." 
The other material Dick discovered was 
Tri-Laminate or "TLS," which is even thinner 
than crushed neoprene but not quite as rugged. 
Initially, Dick felt that TLS material would not be 
sufficiently robust, but this material has proven 
itself over and over again through the years. It is 
still one of the most popular materials DUI uses 
to build dry suits. DUI became one of the leaders 
in the development of dry suit systems as well 
as other accessories to complement the diver's 
equipment. 
STANDING UP FOR THE DIVING 
INDUSTRY 
One of the issues that became a concern 
throughout the U.S. in the late 80s was the 
subject of duty to warn, which relates directly 
to the matter of product liability. The courts 
ruled that manufacturers were required to 
provide adequate product labeling on potentially 
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This 1973 Econo Hot Water 
system for small operations 
included a hot water heater, 
hose, and hot water suit. 
Dick models the first 
experimental TLS (Tri-
Laminate) Vector dry suit 
built by DUI in 1982 . This 
suit is still in existence and is 
being used today. 
erwa r 
Howard Hall has used 
DUI suits. Howard posed for 
this early sport diving catalog 
shot, circa 1984. 
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Dick was on the DEMA Board of Directors for 
several years. This was taken in 1995. (Back 
L-R): Stuart Martin, Sam Jackson, Dick Long, 
Rick Lancaster, AI Hornsby, John Englander, 
Ken Loyst, Bob Hollis. (Front L-R): Steve 
Blount, Brice Reinman, Lee Sel isky, Ron Kipp, 
and Sally Santmeyer. © Alese & Mort Pechter 
Dick has always been involved at the 
highest levels of diving. In this photo, left 
to right, John Craven, Naval Scientist; Dick 
Long; Dr. Sylvia Earle, Oceanographer; and 
Sir John Rawlins, British Navy (deceased). 
© Leslie Leaney 
dangerous products, and 
provide instructional manuals 
to help customers avoid injury. 
Ultimately, this became an 
important matter not just 
for the scuba industry, but 
for every manufacturer who 
makes consumer and industrial 
products. 
Dick became painfully 
aware of the issue of product 
liability and duty to warn 
when DUI was sued in the late 
80s as a result of a sport diving 
accident. However, in 1989 
when Dick raised this issue at 
a DEMA meeting following 
the sport diving trade show, he 
was considered a heretic. Most 
manufacturers were fearful 
that people would not buy 
their products if they thought 
diving was dangerous. 
When DEMA rejected 
Dick's demand that this was 
a problem that needed to be 
addressed, Dick formed an 
independent team known as 
the Scuba Diving Resources 
Group to help educate 
manufacturers and service 
providers about how to cope 
with these issues. When DEMA 
rejected the introduction of 
nitrox to sport diving, the 
SDRG again stepped forward 
and hosted a workshop 
(organized by Michael 
Menduno, with funding from 
Dick) on the subject to educate 
the industry about the benefits 
of using this alternative 
breathing mix. The rest is 
history. 
MAKING A PLACE TO 
DIVE: PROJECT YUKON 
As a business leader, and 
an outspoken one at that, Dick 
was deluged with invitations 
to join worthy causes. Where 
he could respond, he did, 
but he didn't have time for 
everything. But, when the San 
Diego Ocean's Foundation 
(SDOF) approached him and 
brought up the concept of 
stewardship for the ocean, 
Dick could not ignore their 
invitation. He realized that 
whether you enter the ocean as 
a sport diver, for commercial 
gain, or as a military diver, 
you are responsible for what 
does or does not happen in the 
ocean. 
One of the projects 
that interested the Ocean's 
Foundation was using concrete 
to build artificial reefs. Dick 
championed this project and 
contacted different cities 
around the country to see what 
success had been achieved 
in constructing these marine 
life habitats. During the 
course of his investigation, 
Dick ventured up to Canada 
where he met Jay Straith of the 
Artificial Reef Society of British 
Columbia. Upon returning 
to the U.S., Straith contacted 
the SDOF and asked if they 
wanted a "spare" ship, the 
Canadian destroyer Yukon, 
they had sitting at a dock. After 
they accepted the project, the 
initial program manager was 
transferred out of state and the 
task of readying the Yukon for 
sinking was passed to Dick. 
After three years of 
preparation and the donation 
of $1.5 million in cash and in-
kind donations, the 366-foot 
long Yukon was floated out off 
Mission Bay and sent to the 
bottom. DUI alone donated 
more than $500,000.00 to the 
effort. Dick firmly believes that 
reefing ships is probably the 
single most important thing 
the scuba industry can do to 
help promote diving and build 
homes for fish. 
The sinking of the ship was 
consistent with Dick's personal 
mission to provide places for 
divers to explore underwater 
and activities for them to 
enjoy. It's also in line with his 
personal conversion from being 
an underwater hunter to being 
an underwater sightseer. When 
Dick began to see the amount 
of marine life at our local dive 
sites depleted, he wanted to 
become "green" and protect 
what we have, realizing that if 
we destroy the environment, 
there will be nothing for divers 
to see. 
THE FUTURE OF SPORT 
DIVING 
Anyone who has been 
involved in sport diving over 
the past few years knows 
that the industry has been 
shrinking, and it's Dick's belief 
that it will continue to shrink. 
"Both the demographics and 
the economics will cause this," 
notes Dick. "But, there will 
always be divers. People who 
learn to dive and stay in it 
become "divers," but we have 
many people who have tried 
our sport who are not true 
divers." It's Dick's stated goal 
to convert the divers into active 
evangelists for the ocean. 
When someone asks Dick 
to define the mission of DUI 
he'll tell you their job is to 
"protect people who work 
or play in potentially hostile 
Dick is committed to Ships to 
Reefs and was the driving factor 
in the sinking of the Yukon, a 
retired Canadian Navy vessel, 
that was "reefed" off San 
Diego specifically as a diving 
destination . (Photo by Steven M. 
Barsky) 
environments. We help people 
to do things they thought they 
could not do. Today every time 
a diver makes a discovery or 
does something new I feel I get 
a small piece of that action. The 
diver takes me with him." 
Before SeaLab went 
operational, Dick had been 
approached to become an 
aquanaut for SeaLab II. Walt 
Mazzone, SeaLab's operations 
manager told Dick that he was 
qualified and that if he truly 
wanted to go, he would sign 
the papers. Mazzone cautioned 
Dick, "If you don't become 
an aquanaut you could be 
contributing to diving for the 
rest of your life, rather than 
spending your time diving. 
No one is trying to keep divers 
warm underwater. If you don't 
become an aquanaut, you will 
have a lifelong influence on 
diving." 
"I took his advice to heart 
and have never been sorry," 
observes Dick. For those of us-
who dive with Dill's suits, we 
couldn't be happier with his 
decision. a. 
THE AUTHOR 
Steven M . Barsky has been 
diving since 1965 and was a 
commercial diver in the North 
Sea and Gulf of Mexico from 
1976-1982. He is a full -time 
consultant and professional 
underwater photographer, author, 
and videographer. He has authored 
or co-authored 18 diving texts 
and made nine diving DVDs. 
He serves as an expert witness 
in diving accident cases, and 
runs Hammerhead Press, which 
publishes unique diving books, in 
Ventura, California. 
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IIHELME1S OF THE DEEP ~--
'•: 
Polombari della Marina Militare Italiana 
By Leslie Leaney 
All images © 2009. F. Vitale & G. Betro . All Rights Reserved. No unauthorized use permitted . 
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I n the last issue we featured a helmet by a little-known Italian helmet manufacturer 
F. Longobardo & C., who was based in La 
Spezia. The images were from a recent Italian 
book and several members contacted the HDS 
asking for more information about the book. 
The HDS does not have any copies of the 
book for sale, and it appears that it was only 
available from one or two select outlets in 
Europe. To the best of my knowledge, the book 
has sold out but may be available in the used 
market via the internet. 
In the book there are several other examples 
of Italian helmets from manufacturers that 
may not be familiar to historians and collectors 
outside of Italy, and I am featuring a few of 
them in this column. 
One thing that becomes immediately 
noticeable is that almost all the helmets by 
these lesser-known manufacturers are identical 
(Below) Another style of S.I.A.S. helmet 
t hat looks very similar to a Galeazzi 
Marina, with the Galeazzi style of side 
view ports and a planished finish. 
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A helmet 
manufactured 
by Italo 
Zannoni of La 
Spezia, circa 
1920-1925. 
Judging by 
other photos 
in the book, 
the bracket at 
the front left of 
the breastplate 
is for holding 
the diver's air 
control valve. 
This helmet is 
also featured 
on the cover 
of the book, 
but without 
the bracket. 
It is similar in 
everyway to a 
Siebe Gorman 
& Co. Ltd. 12 
bolt of the 
same period. 
(Above) Manufacturers' plaques for Italo 
Zannoni and S.I.A.S. Both are very similar in 
design and both companies were based in La 
Spezia. 
(Opposite page ) Another La Spezia-based 
manufacturer was Officine Giuseppe Bosi. 
What may separate this model from the 
other Siebe Gorman style ones is that the 
bonnet appears to be hand formed . The 
manufacturer's plaque from Officine Giuseppe 
Bosi, Pegazzano, La Spezia. Italia . 
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in design to the Siebe Gorman and 
Galeazzi helmets. Again, as the book text 
is in Italian, I am not able to supply much 
more than basic details. 
The book is titled Palombari della Marina 
Militare Italiana, 1849 - 2009, by Fabio 
Vitale and Gianfranco Betro, and contains 
much more information on Italian Military 
Marine diving equipment and history 
than the section these helmets are in. 
In addition to the helmets there are 
pumps, knives, boots, and numerous 
other items associated with surface 
supplied diving. There are also sections on 
rebreathers, Panerai products and other 
combat diving items related to the famous 
WWII Decima Mas unit that received 
32 
Helmet serial number 614 
by S.I.A.S., the Societa 
Italiana Apparecchi 
Salvataggio, of La Spezia. 
The air control valve can 
be seen attached to the 
breastplate. Practically 
identical to a Siebe Gorman 
with their style of vertical 
side view ports. 
exposure in America via the 1954 book Sea 
Devils, by Prince Junia Valerio Scipione 
Borghese. 
The book is hardbound with a dust 
jacket and with full color photographs 
throughout its 453 pages. It is a very, 
very, high quality publication with 
some excellent photographs. I highly 
recommend it to anyone interested in 
historical diving equipment or Italian 
Naval diving history. The ISBN number is 
978-88-7586-242-8. 
But be careful, as there is also a 
softbound book of the same name, by the 
same authors, but with a different ISBN 
number. I am not familiar with the content 
of that book. a 
Authors Fabio Vitale (above) 
and Gianfranco Betro. 
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In the late 1940s a small group 
of divers came together to 
discover a way to continue 
spearflshing throughout the 
winter. They put together 
what would become the first 
dry suit.And today, in the new 
millennium,Aquala is still here, 
expanding and developing dry 
suits from sport and commer-
cial divers. 
Proud Sponsor of the 
Historical Diving Society USA 
www.aquala.com 
53 YEARS OF DIVING HISTORY 
The Way the World Learns to Dive® 
~outf £;boh~or or{ 
.:/-li~tortcet/ :Otv&r ~a~tw 
Proud Sponsor of the Historical Diving Society USA 
S' AT 7 NEXT GENERATION OF ~I - SATURATION DIVING SYSTEMS 
Our Saturation Diving Systems are portable, 
12 man systems built to endure 1 ,000 feet of sea 
water. They are designed and built in accordance 
with applicable rules and regulations required 
by ASS, ASME, PVHO and IMCA 
Andre Galerne 
Founder 
AIRCO Experimental Unit SA T-5 Aboard the 
Normad Clipper 
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American 19th Century Carte de Visite 
Diver Photograph 
By Gary Pilecki 
All photos ©2013 G. Pilecki. All rights reserved. 
This historic diver photograph is a nineteenth century Carte de Visite of a helmet diver in what appears to be a professional photographer's studio. Approximate 
date based on the photograph style is circa 1880. The image area of the photograph 
is approximately 2 1/4 x 3 3/4 inches and the total card size is 2 1/2 x 4 inches. 
Some printed writing at the bottom of the card includes the photographer's name, E. 
C. Adams, and the location, Central Square. There is no writing on the back. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHOTOGRAPH 
During the early years of 19th century photography, professional photographers 
were the only ones practicing the trade. Most had a photography studio, where the 
public would come and pose for portraits. A common practice back then was for 
people to proudly display their occupations with tools while having their portrait 
taken. These occupations might include glass blowers, carpenters, brick layers, 
architects, etc. Divers, of course were no different. This particular diver dragged all 
of his heavy gear to the studio to have his portrait taken. He is displaying his now 
rare four bolt A.J. Morse helmet, canvass dress, air hose, lifeline, and screw-in face 
plate. His chin area has a long beard while the moustache area is clean shaven. 
RESEARCH 
So who was this diver and what kind of submarine diving work was he engaged 
in? Using internet search engines, I was able to find that E.C. Adams was a 
professional photographer in Central Square, New York during the late 1800s. Most 
internet information about the photographer includes studio portrait photographs for 
sale on eBay. One website, called Find a Grave, actually shows the photographer's 
headstone in Central Square, with 1915 the year of death. I am guessing that the 
diver probably lived in or near Central Square. In my vast collection of diving 
history related memorabilia, I found an 1885 Harpers Weekly newspaper one page 
sheet with illustrations of how divers removed Pilgrim Rock from East River using 
Nitroglycerin. One of the divers by the name ofT.W. Conklin 
resembles the diver in the photograph. The facial features are 
similar, but the beard in the illustration is fuller than in the 
photograph. In order to verify that this diver in the photograph is 
indeed Mr. Conklin, further research would be necessary. 
DEFINITION OF A CARTE DE VISITE 
PHOTOGRAPH 
Carte de Visite Photographs (called CDV s by today's 
collectors) are paper photographs using the albumen method and 
are mounted on cardboard stock that are the size as stated above. 
This "visiting card" style of photograph was invented in France 
in 1854, but did not become popular until1860. Photography 
studios worldwide used this method until about 1885. • 
548 HARPER'S WEEKLY. 
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ATTEND 
DEMA SHOW 
Est.l844 
A.. Schrader & Son 
Est.l917 
Craftsweld Equip. 
Commemorative Knife Series, Ltd. Ed. 
Schrader 1890s U.S. Navy/Commercial Knife 
Comes in Quality Wood Presentation Box. All Brass Hardware with Numbered Tags. 
Limited to ISO Pieces. $450 each, includes freight to addresses in the USA. 
Add $80 for authentic Schrader belt. 
To order, contact Atlantic Diving Equipment, Inc. 
16509 Sylvan Dr., Bowie, MD 20715 • (30 1) 464-8852 • atlanticdivinginc@gmail.com 
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THE SUBMARINE LENS 
Fenjohn Bantam 
By Sid Macken 
Photos by Author. Camera courtesy 
of Bamboo Reef, San Francisco . 
We have previously covered two cameras which were manufactured by 
Eldridge Reeves Fenimore Johnson: 
the US Navy's A25 (see JoDH 
#55, Spring 2008) and the Fenjohn 
Goggler (see JoDH #65, Fall2010). 
Here is a third and possibly his best 
known underwater camera system, 
the 16mm Bantam underwater 
motion picture camera and 
housing. 
The Bantam was a fantastic 
unit for its time, but had a severe 
limitation. To quote Stan Waterman 
from his memoir, Sea Salt, the 
Fenjohn Bantam was a "remarkably 
engineered housing ... built for a 
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(Above) The Fenjohn 
Bantam Underwater 
Motion Picture Camera. 
(Left) Front and rear 
covers pivot on hinges to 
allow access to interior of 
the housing. 
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cheap camera system." Indeed, 
the housing was designed 
around an electric driven, World 
War Two surplus Bell & Howell 
gun camera out of fighter planes. 
Though the camera might have 
been produced by the lowest 
bidder, its chief limitation is its 
fifty foot film load allowing only 
two minutes of film time per 
dive. The optics for the camera 
is a 13mm, f /1.5, Elgeet wide 
angle lens, great for catching 
dogfights in mid-air, but also 
quite suitable for underwater 
filming. 
The engineering that went 
into the housing makes it stand 
out from other housings from 
the same era. First of all, the 
housing is a thick walled cast 
aluminum cylinder with domed 
ends. Fenjohn literature does 
not indicate the operating 
depth of the camera, but with 
its robust construction and 
pressure resisting shape, it could 
undoubtedly function at any 
depth a diver could attain in the 
mid-1950s. 
(Above) Quick access to the camera allows film 
changes in less than 20 seconds. 
(Right) F-stop, focus, and film speed can be 
seen from the rear of the housing. 
(Top) The complexity of the Fenjohn design 
can be seen in the gearing system for camera 
controls. 
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Looking at the accompanying 
photos, you will see that the underwater 
filmmaker literally has all the camera 
controls at his fingertips. They are 
integrated right into the handles. On 
the right hand side of the housing is a 
thumb operated shutter release and two 
co-axially mounted knobs for aperture 
and film speed. On the left handle, 
there are similar knobs, which can be 
used to change the focus and filters. 
Four filters (color correction or contrast) 
are mounted in a rotating wheel located 
inside the front cover just in front of the 
camera lens. All of these knobs connect 
to their respective camera controls by 
shafts and gears, which are designed 
into a very complex yet compact 
(Left) The Fenjohn Light meter was 
an accessory for the Bantam. 
(Below) Complexity in the interior 
equals simplicity on the outside. 
Fingertip controls for shutter release, 
film speed, and focus. 
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package leaving little empty space inside the housing. 
Along the left side of the camera, is an optical 
viewfinder. At the rear of the camera is a port for 
viewing through the finder, and at the front of the camera 
is a lens, which matches the view seen by the camera 
lens. Looking through the viewfinder, the photographer 
not only sees the scene to be filmed but also the £-stop, 
focus settings, and footage indicator showing the amount 
of film remaining in the cassette. 
The front and rear of the housing are sealed with 
o-rings and closed with two latches. With the latches 
released, the end caps swing downward on hinges to 
provide access to the front and rear of the camera. This 
allows quick access to the camera, and led Fenjohn to 
proclaim that the film cassette can be changed in less 
than 20 seconds, a form of compensation for the very 
short film run. At the bottom of the housing is the 
battery compartment, which is also closed by the same 
type quick release latches. There are no loose parts to 
get dropped or lost on a pitching boat deck. The housing 
is very compact and moderately heavy (21 pounds) in 
the air, but a joy to handle underwater. 
A joy to handle, yes, but not for the faint of 
pocketbook. In 1954, the earliest Fenjohn catalog I have 
seen, the Bantam sold for a whopping $1990 at a time 
when the median family income was hovering around 
$4,000. 
Aside from price and film capacity, the Fenjohn 
Bantam was on a par with the other top-line underwater 
motion picture cameras of the day, the Sampson and 
Bolex. The housing was small, ingeniously designed, 
and very well manufactured. a 
(Left) The Fenjohn logo. 
(Below) Stan Waterman with his 
Fenjohn Bantam camera aboard 
his charter boat, Zingaro, in 
the Bahamas. (Frame captured 
from film in the Historical Diving 
Society USA Stan Waterman Film 
Collection.) 
....- ....- ....- ....- ....- ....- ....- UNDERWATER PHOTO & EQUIPMENT CO. 
....., .._. .._.. ....... .._, .._, ._.. .._, ....., .._.. ._.. 90 Cricket Avenue 
.._. .._, .._, .._, .._, .._.. ._.. ......, """' .._, .._.. ....... ....., Ardmore, Pa. 
Under ... ~ter Pkotog,•p~ic 
EquOpm•nl 
Midway 2-6311 
Shl!ow W•llf Diving 
EquipmMt 
FENJOHN CAMERA ON FLORIDA REEFS 
FENJOHN i• the largut and oldest underwater camera m anufactunr 
in the world. 
Vi! 1954 w 
The Bantam 
camera system 
was featured on 
the cover of the 
1954 Fenjohn 
catalog. 
CORRECTION FROM ISSUE 75 
The patent filed by George Dennis and mentioned 
in last issue's column didn't make it into issue 
#75 . Here is the illustration from that patent along 
with a quote from an email received from Allan 
Edmund, son 
of Edward 
Edmund 
founder of 
M&EMarine. 
"My 
father oper-
ated under the 
July 12, 1960 
FUe<lll'l 14,1951 
trade name of T~-v·• 
Marvel diving 
equipment 
in Colling-
swood, NJ. I 
grew up in the 
business and 
dad created 
the housings 
you show pic-
tures of. I am 
not familiar 
G. T. DENNIS 
with the other company you mentioned as some-
how involved. My father, Everett Edmund, did all 
the development work on those housings in NJ ." 
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I ® Your One-Stop Independent Consultancy & Training Provider 
I 
= 
• Health & Safety Consultancy Services 
• National/International Accredited HSE Training 
• IMCA Training 
• Diving/ROV/Marine Consultancy 
Proud International Sponsor 
of the Historical Diving Society USA 
& The Journal of Diving History 
KB Associates Pte Ltd 
A member of IMCA www. kbassociates .org 
RARE & DISTINCTIVE 
VINTAG11J DIVE Gl1JAR 
JOEL HARRY JACOBS. LL(' 
DBA LAXD AXD SEA COLLECTlO:-i 
Currently for Sale 
1942 MORSE NAVY MK V SN 4289 
Polished tinning for display 
Recently Sold 
Low 3-Digit Serial Number 
1969-1970 JOE SAVOIE 
Low Single-Digit Serial Number 
See these helmets and more at 
landandseacollection.com!id187.html 
Joel Jacobs at Land And Sea Collection specializes 1n 
buy1ng and selling hard to find quality vmtage d1ve helmets. 
Email JOelhjacobs@bellsouth.net or call 561-339-3383 
Palm City, FL 34990 
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All photos ©2013 James Forte, except where noted. All Rights Reserved. 
(Above) Image© 2013 Lina Hitchcock. 
(Below) Image © 2013 Mary Barron. 
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On September 14, 2013, the Historical Diving Society partnered with the Santa Barbara Underwater Film Festival in presenting a Tribute 
to Ernie Brooks, a long-time Society Patron and Advisory 
Board member. Held at the historic Arlington Theatre 
in Santa Barbara, California, the tribute program was a 
benefit for the Historical Diving Society (HDS) and the 
Santa Barbara Maritime Museum (SBMM), and drew 
over 1,500 attendees. 
The event was organized by Ed Stetson and Leslie 
Leaney, who had previously produced the 1998 Hans 
and Lotte Hass Film Festival at the same venue. As with 
that Festival, the organization was headed by Ed who 
drew together a like-minded team of volunteers from 
the local diving community. Just like the Hans and Lotte 
Hass Festival, everybody was a volunteer and nobody 
was paid. All the proceeds were donated to the HDS and 
SBMM. 
The idea of staging a tribute event for Ernie had been 
a topic of discussion between the two organizers for some 
time. The decision to move forward was finally made by 
Ed during the party following this year's Film Festival at 
the Beneath The Sea show at New Jersey in late March. 
Ed recalled, "That was my first BTS show. When I saw 
Ernie, Stan and Valerie all on stage together, it hit me. I 
wanted to do another big Underwater Film Festival in 
Santa Barbara. This one will be for Ernie, so it's going to 
be first class, all the way." 
Once Ed had a buy-in from the HDS and SBMM, he 
put together a volunteer Festival Committee and started 
working on a specific date and venue. The HDS was 
represented on the Committee by President Sid Macken, 
and the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum by former 
HDS President, Don Barthelmess, and SBMM Executive 
Director Greg Gorga. 
Earl Richmond signed on as the Festival Video 
Producer and Steve Barsky of Marine Marketing & 
Consulting headed up the Media and Public Relations 
department. Both Earl and Steve had been on the 
Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival Committee and 
brought a great deal of experience and expertise to the 
team. Program graphics and design were handled by 
Bonnie Toth Advertising & Design, of San Clemente, 
California. Bonnie produced a beautiful48-page, full 
color program that was given to every attendee as they 
entered the theater. Bonnie is the current President of the 
Women Divers Hall of Fame and that organization was 
instrumental in doing some of the early promotion of the 
event, which several members attended. 
Getting commitments from the leading underwater 
film-makers and photographers to present their work 
in tribute to Ernie was easy. Ed invited a few of Ernie's 
former students and close friends to be presenters 
and every one of them that he invited said "Yes." As 
expected, juggling international schedules presented 
some problems. However, several of the presenters 
changed or cancelled commitments just so they could 
take part in the program. 
The Tribute weekend started on Friday September 
13, with a Sold Out VIP Reception orchestrated by Carol 
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Fuchs, Bret 
Gilliam, John 
Rodney Fox and Valerie 
Taylor talk sharks. Image © 
2013 Una Hitchcock. 
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IMAX underwater film makers 
Howard and Michele Hall. 
HDS Director James Forte between Bob Kirby and Bev Morgan 
at Santa Barbara Maritime Museum. 
Kallman at the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum. Blancpain 
watches, the prime sponsor of the Tribute, exhibited some 
of their Fifty Fathoms dive watches and presented attendees 
with their oversize Fifty Fathoms Portfolio, which featured 
several images taken by Ernie, one of which was used on the 
cover. 
Greg Gorga welcomed the more than 450 guests to 
the museum, whose several diving exhibits provided an 
appropriate ambience, and Sid Macken welcomed guests 
on behalf of the HDS. Festival co-organizer Leslie Leaney 
gave a special welcome to international attendees who 
included HDS Asia Co-Founder John Teth from Singapore, 
HDS Advisory Board members Valerie Taylor and Rodney 
Fox from Australia, Hans Hass Award Committee Chairman 
Krov Menuhin, Laurent Ballesta and Manuel Lefevre all from 
France, Martha Watkins Gilkes from Anitgua, and journalist 
and publisher Dietrnar Fuchs from Germany. 
Also taking the podium were Wyland, who hosted a live 
auction, and Bret Gilliam who presented Valerie and Ernie 
with special TDI Diving Pioneer & Living Legend certification 
cards #2 and# 3. (Stan Waterman had already received #1 
back in New York.) 
Ernie's influence on the community of Santa Barbara 
was recognized by a Proclamation from the City of Santa 
Barbara, which was presented to him by City Council 
member Frank Hotchkiss . Ernie thanked everyone for their 
support of HDS and SBMM, and thanked all those who had 
come from overseas to attend his Tribute event. 
On Saturday afternoon all presenters and production staff 
assembled at the Arlington Theatre for a run-through of the 
evening's program. Following the agreed upon directions 
from Ed to keep introductions short and allow for maximum 
impact of the images, every presentation was screened by Earl 
to ensure there were no surprises for the evening program. 
The Saturday night Film Festival was opened with a 
video introduction produced by medium format underwater 
photographer Doug Cummings and scored by his son Seldon. 
Doug had also produced the introduction to the Hans and 
Lotte Hass festival 15 years earlier. 
Master of Ceremonies Leslie Leaney welcomed eyeryone 
to the event, acknowledging prime sponsor Blancpain 
watches, and recognizing representatives frorp HDS strategic 
partners from across the United States who were in the 
audience. ' 
These included Divers Alert Network (DAN) President 
Bill Ziefle and DAN Foundation's Virginia Parker from North 
Carolina, Beneath The Sea's Chairman Bob Rickie, President 
JoAnne Zigahan, Executive Director Armand Zigahan and 
Director of Publicity Maria Hults from New York, Theresa 
Kaplan and Dana Stewart from PADI of Santa Margarita, 
California, and representatives from Houston's Association 
of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) and San Diego's 
Diving Equipment and Marketing Association (DEMA). 
Leslie introduced some historical perspective regarding 
the divers who would be presenting during the evening, 
noting that the combined total diving experience of all the 
presenters taking the stage during the evening added up to 
918 years. If those years were credited to a single diver they 
would have entered the water in the year 1095! The air would 
be thick with diving history. 
The evening's presentations were launched with a 
humorous film by the very popular diver, the late Dick 
Anderson, who Leslie likened to "the Mark Twain of our 
diving tribe." Kid Diver showed Dick's two-year old son, 
Rick, diving in the Beverly Hilton swimming pool with an 
assortment of different diving equipment and drew constant 
laughter from the audience. 
HDS Chairman Dan Orr took the stage next to introduce 
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one of Ernie's most internationally successful students, 
David Doubilet. Noting that Monterey Bay and also 
the San Diego area might claim to be the center of 
California's underwater photography, Santa Barbara had 
what those places did not. And that was Ernie Brooks, 
and Santa Barbara was therefore the California center. 
David presented National Geographic Underwater, 
highlighting some of his most spectacular images that 
had been published in their magazines and books. 
The next presenters were a group of very 
accomplished Brooks students who had gone on to stellar 
professional careers in film and photography. During their 
time as students they had all worked aboard Ernie's boat, 
Just Love, during photographic expeditions throughout the 
Sea of Cortez, Mexico. 
Tim Angulo, Louis Prezelin, Ralph Clevenger, Chuck 
Davis and Richard Salas had all benefited from Ernie's 
guidance and stayed in contact with their mentor during 
the course of their careers. 
In introducing them, Leslie likened Ernie to a diving 
Sergeant Pepper, and the crew of the Just Love were 
the band he taught to play. Louis Prezelin had been a 
cinematographer aboard Calypso, and remains active 
in the industry; Chuck Davis continues as a successful 
underwater photographer and IMAX cinematographer; 
Richard Salas has produced two books on his underwater 
images (Sea of Light and Blue Visions); Ralph Clevenger 
continued a career in underwater photography and 
continues to teach the Undersea Photography courses 
at Brooks Institute; and Tim Angulo, who has a very 
successful career as a Hollywood motion picture 
cinematographer. Each of these divers presented images 
from their career. 
Ernie Brooks was to close the first half of the program 
and the organizers had thought long and hard as to who 
would be the most appropriate person to introduce him. 
As a pioneer diver in the same era and in the same town 
as Ernie, the reclusive Bev Morgan agreed to do the 
honors. As one of the founding members of the HDS, Bev 
holds the unique distinction of being inducted into the 
International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame, the Commercial 
Diving Hall of Fame, and the Surfing Hall of Fame. 
Making a very rare appearance in a tuxedo, Bev noted the 
influence Ernie had had on several generations of divers 
as a mentor. 
As the master of black and white photography, Ernie's 
Silver Seas presentation was accompanied by a live 
narration to some of his most famous underwater images. 
Still very active in photography, Ernie extended his 
presentation to include his more recent work in Antarctica 
and with clouds. It is worth noting that many of these 
images are included in Ernie's exhibition with Ansell 
Adams and Dorothy Kerper Monnelly, titled "Fragile 
Waters," that is currently touring America. 
At the end of Ernie's presentation Adam Bossi, the 
North American brand manager of Blancpain, took 
the podium. Adam made reference to Ernie's career 
and all his contributions to the marine environment. In 
recognition of his work Adam, on behalf of Blancpain, 
presented Ernie with the new model Fifty Fathoms 
Bathyscaphe watch. 
Ernie's presentation closed the first half of the 
program. The intermission allowed attendees to view 
products at booths hosted by Blancpain, HDS and also 
Richard Salas. 
The second half of the program opened with a salute 
to the popular Santa Barbara diver and film-maker 
Mike deGruy, who lost his life in a helicopter accident 
Wyland and Stan Waterman at 
the Friday reception. Image © 
2013 Una Hitchcock. 
Stan Waterman and 
Laurent Ballesta. 
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Underwater photographers 
Chuck Nicklin & David Doubilet. 
Zale Parry arriving at the 
Arlington. Image © 2013 
Mary Barron. 
(Left) Rodney Fox 
and HDS President 
Sid Macken. 
(Below) Robin 
MacFadden Parish and 
Sara Shoemaker Lind 
at the VIP reception. 
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while filming in 2012. Harry Rabin and Peck Euwer had 
compiled the salute from numerous clips from Mike's on-
screen appearances, which featured Sir David Attenborough 
recalling his adventures with Mike when filming the BBC 
series, The Blue Planet. 
Santa Barbara is home to some members of the Lloyd 
Bridges' family and in recognition of Lloyd's influential 
television role as Mike Nelson, the printed program 
contained an article titled, "Lloyd Bridges and Sea Hunt, the 
first underwater TV series ." 
Pioneering female diver Zale Parry starred in several 
episodes of that famous TV series and she was introduced 
to the stage by Lloyd's daughter, Lucinda Bridges. Zale 
recalled her time working with Lloyd and showed some of 
her on-screen roles from Sea Hunt and from TV commercial 
appearances of that period. It was a trip down recreational 
diving's Memory Lane of the late 1950s and early 1960s that 
many in the audience could connect to. 
Introduced by Leslie as "The Queen of Sharks" and 
the "Diver with the Most Famous Scar in the History of 
Diving," Australian legends Valerie Taylor and Rodney 
Fox took the stage to recall their first meetings with Stan 
Waterman, which took place during the filming of Blue Water 
White Death in the early 1970s. Never short on wit, the pair 
delivered amusing anecdotes about Stan who joined them on 
stage, looking very spry for 90 years of age. It was a historic 
moment as it was a reunion of the three main surviving 
actors from Blue Water White Death. 
Stan's presentation was titled Sharks: Blue Water White 
Death and the exceptional open-water footage from that 
landmark movie was still able to draw gasps from an 
audience, some of who no doubt were very familiar with the 
adventures of modern day divers in TV's "Shark Week." 
Introduced as diving's answer to Ricky Gervais, Bret 
Gilliam was next at the podium and presented a humorous 
video of Stan in Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, looking 
to regain some of his youthful vitality. The video was shot 
by Sid Macken while on shore in Ensenada between the two 
HDS Great White Shark dives to Guadalupe Island, Mexico 
that Stan led in 2012. 
Next up to the podium was ocean artist Wyland; whose 
paintings can be found around the world, and whose series 
of whaling walls are viewed by tens of thousands of people 
daily. It was his pleasure to introduce his good friends 
Howard and Michele Hall, whose underwater filming 
career has earned them seven Emmy Awards. Noted for 
their career in IMAX filming, the Hall's screened footage 
purely from their work off the California coast. Aptly titled 
California Dreamin', it was a feast of color and beauty. 
When putting the Tribute evening program together, Ed 
and Leslie had discussed who should close the show. Their 
feeling was that the evening's presentations would be about 
the influence Ernie had had on the careers of the presenters, 
so it would be a "look back" over recent history. Ed, Leslie 
and Ernie all agreed that the evening should close with a 
glimpse of the future: What lay ahead, not what lay behind. 
After considering several options they decided to 
approach French diver Laurent Ballesta, who Leslie had 
worked with earlier in the year when he received the 2013 
Hans Hass Fifty Fathoms Award in Germany. As Ernie was 
the first recipient of the award, there was a: good connection 
between Ernie's career and that of Laurent. It was agreed 
that it would be Ernie who would introduce Laurent to his 
first American audience. 
Showing images from dives that he and his team spent 
10 years training to execute, Laurent took the audience 
through the challenges of back-to-back daily diving to 
depths up to 600 feet using rebreathers, and open water 
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decompressing for five and a half hours, while searching for the 
prehistoric Coelacanth in the Mozambique channel. Laurent took 
the first ever underwater photos of the Coelacanth by a diver and 
showed them in his presentation titled Coelacanth: The Living 
Fossil, which gave a glimpse of the future of deep scuba diving and 
the obstacles that need to be overcome to achieve it. It was a truly 
unique presentation that probably nobody in attendance had ever 
seen before, and will probably never forget. 
To close the evening all the presenters took to the stage with 
Ernie, who received a lengthy standing ovation in recognition of a 
career that had influenced so many. Ernie walked across the stage 
and personally thanked each presenter and thanked everyone in 
the audience for attending. It was a very historical night and one 
that will long be remembered by those fortunate enough to have 
attended it. 
The program would not have been possible without the valued 
sponsorship of prime sponsor Blancpain watches, and sponsors 
Brooks Institute, Divers Alert Network, Dive Training / Dive Center 
Business / California Diving News, Nautilus Explorer, Conway 
Family Wines, PADI, Beneath The Sea, Bret Gilliam, Santa Barbara 
Middle School, Rick Salas, Ask Photography, Kirby Morgan Diving 
Systems International, Printing Impressions, DEMA, Association 
of Diving Contractors International, Association of Commercial 
Diving Educators, John & Vicki Wood of the Ocean Corporation, 
Women Divers Hall of Fame, The Dirty Dozen, Best Publishing, 
Truth Aquatics, Heal The Ocean, Bonnie Toth Advertising & Design, 
Richmond Productions, Marine Marketing & Consulting, Fanta Sea 
Island Divers, X - Ray Magazine, Santa Barbara Independent, Santa 
Barbara Maritime Museum, and the Historical Diving Society. 
The HDS offers its sincere thanks to Festival Organizer Ed 
Stetson and to his entire volunteer team. Without them, none of this 
could have happened. a 
irnnkn Wributr Jrngram 
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Now available, the 48 page full-color Ernie Brooks 
Tribute program with bios on all the presenters and 
featuring the nine page article Ernie Brooks: Visionary 
Underwater Photographer, by Bret Gilliam and Lloyd 
Bridges and Sea Hunt, by Leslie Leaney. Also 
included is the full color 36 page Blancpain Fifty 
Fathom Portfolio from Platinum Tribute sponsor 
Blancpain, featuring early Blancpain Tornek-
Rayville watches of the U.S.N ., photographs of 80 
different styles of the Fifty Fathom watch, images 
by Ernie Brooks, Laurent Ballesta, and other 
underwater photographers, and more. Large 
format 11 o/.t" x 15 W'. $10 for both publications 
including domestic mailing. CA residents add 
8.25% sales tax. 
To purchase send $10 to paypa/@hds.org or contact Greg at gregp@hds.org for 
credit card payments and international shipments, or call Greg at 847-854-7154 
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Full Fathom Five: Ocean 
Warming and a Father's Legacy 
Written by Gordon Chaplin 
Reviewed by Nyle C. Monday 
Full fathom five my father lies, 
Of his bones are coral made, 
Those are pearls that were his eyes, 
Nothing of him that doth fade, 
But doth suffer a sea-change, 
Into something rich and strange. 
-shakespeare, The Tempest 
fathom 
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The name Charles C. G. Chaplin may not be one to jump into the mind of most 
divers, yet within the field of marine biology 
it is one which is immediately recognized. 
His seminal work, Fishes of the Bahamas 
and Adjacent Tropical Waters, is still a classic 
in the field and is sought after by both 
scientists and book collectors. In Full Fathom 
Five, Charles's son Gordon gives the reader 
insight into his father's transformation 
from a playboy adventurer into a respected 
scientist, and his own rocky road through 
life. It was a journey of paradoxes - between 
the beauty and wonder of the underwater 
world and the complexities and tragedies 
of life on land - and one with which most 
readers will identify with on one level or 
another. 
The author's childhood, on the surface, 
appears to be one which most readers would 
love to have lived. The son of a British expat 
and a rich American debutante, he spent 
many of his early years in the Bahamas, 
assisting his father and a host of well-known 
scientists conduct marine research. His · 
mother, a wealthy daughter of a prominent · 
Philadelphia family, financed many of 
these activities and insured a life, which 
outwardly appeared idyllic. His father was 
an enthusiastic amateur who evolved into 
a true scientist and an early adopter of the 
Aqua-Lung as a research tool. The author 
himself was diving by the age of seven, and 
took an active role in the collection of data, 
which eventually resulted in the publication 
of Fishes of the Bahamas. In the process, 
the young boy came into contact with a 
veritable who's who of marine scientists and 
researchers, ranging from co-author James 
Bohlke, to Bishop Museum ichthyologist Jack 
Randall, to famed explorer and filmmaker 
Stan Waterman, to Ilya Tolstoy, grandson 
of the famed author. For the reader, the 
possibility of rubbing shoulders with such 
experts at such a young age alone is enough 
to cause envy. Yet, there is added to that 
the then-untouched beauty of the setting, 
which makes the scene as ideal as most could 
imagine. 
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Yet alongside that story is another of a disaffected 
youth who rebelled at the life he was born into. The 
restrictions of society and the dark side of the family's 
internal relationships led to the author being virtually 
exiled from the life he had known. Poor choices 
and seemingly random tragedy buffeted him about 
until, almost by accident, he was presented with the 
opportunity to reconnect with his father and his past in a 
way that he never thought possible. 
In 2004, the author, along with three scientists from 
Philadelphia's Academy of Natural Sciences, returned to 
the Bahamas to pick up the study where his father left off. 
The Academy had retained the notes, specimens and other 
evidence from the original work, and the trio of scientists 
thought that with the aid of the author, as the last 
surviving member of the original expedition, they might 
be able to use the early work as a baseline from which to 
evaluate the effect of pollution, global warming, and other 
factors on the ocean environment. 
With the help of the author, they were able to return 
to the exact spots where specimens had been obtained, 
and also document the current habitat. In returning 
FISHES 
of the 
BAHAMAS 
and adjacent tropical waters 
by 
James E. Bohlke 
and 
Charles C. G. Chaplin 
ll!ustrated by 
Steven P. Gigliotti and Fritz Janschka 
Photographs by 
Harry Pederson and C. C. G. Chaplin 
PUBLISHED FOR 
to his childhood haunts the author reaffirmed Aldo 
Leopold's advice, "It is a part of wisdom never to 
revisit a wilderness." Present day reality rarely lives THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
up to remembered glory, and in this case the author 
saw firsthand the ravages of time and man on his old 
playgrounds. A span of nearly fifty years had wrought 
many changes on land and sea, mostly to the detriment of 
nature, yet here and there - and sometimes literally under 
these new developments - life has persisted. 
Yet the path was not smooth, and the project fitfully 
starts and stops as a succession of project managers, 
scientists and grad students pass through the study. 
Finally, in 2009, the project came under the guidance of Dr. 
Katriina Ilves and was seen to fruition in the publication 
of several major reports. Ultimately it was learned that 
while the degradation of the coral reefs was obvious, 
there was still hope. The study showed that although in 
sheer numbers the marine population had decreased, the 
diversity (i.e., number of species present) had remained 
nearly the same. Where species survive, an increase in 
number is always a possibility. Yet, the reprieve may only 
be temporary, for if the habitat that supports the species 
disappears, so too will the diversity. 
This is a fascinating book on many levels. From 
a scientific angle, it details the development of the 
systematic study of fish and reef ecology. The reader 
learns firsthand how the first serious studies were 
conducted and how marine science, like all the sciences, 
progressed from being the activity of the enthusiastic 
amateur to that of the trained professionaL On a more 
personal level, it is the story of the author's life and the 
lives of those .around him, of change, and of the chance to 
reconnect with those who are closest to us. 
In the end, we all suffer a sea-change, for better or 
worse.& 
New York: Arcade Publishing 
Paperbound, 248 pages 
ISBN 9781611458954 
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IJCOVER STORY .. 
The Sponge Divers 
By Peter Jackson 
I n past editions of Cover Story we have shown several books with 
pearl diving themes and there wi ll 
be more to come in the future. As 
Torrance Parker has published his 
new book on the history of sponge 
diving I though I would share some 
of earlier book covers that feature 
sponge divers. There appear to be 
very few boy's stories about sponge 
diving and we have only two in the 
collect ion with divers on the covers 
- so here they are, together with 
a children's book about everyday 
things, including the humble 
sponge. I hope you like them. a 
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A Book from The LAND OF THE FREE Series 
DEEP TREASURE 
A Sto;y of the Greek Sponge Fishers of Florida 
By CHARLES MINOR BLACKFORD 
Illustrated 1,y Alexander Key 
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B VINTAGE PATENTS -~· 
Improvements in Diving Apparatus and Armor 
By James Vorosmarti, MD 
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This patent, number 119,219, was issued on 19 September 1871 to Charles Wilson of Bridgeport, CT, who assigned one-half his right 
to Charles F Mudge, also from Bridgeport. This apparatus is shown in 
Figures 1-7. One of the improvements was to furnish the diver with a warm 
undergarment. This was to be made of two thicknesses of wool , which would 
cover the diver's entire body to the neck. The layers were to be kept apart by 
spacers of thin copper springs distributed throughout the undergarment. As 
well as insulation, this was said to aid in the circulation of air from the helmet 
through the suit. 
The rest of the suit was to consist of a metallic vest covering the body 
from the neck to the lower abdomen with holes to allow the arms to be free. 
Wilson states that this could be in two parts with appropriate attachments 
to hold it together or one solid piece. The helmet was to be made of copper 
and made to fit to the top of the vest, to which it was secured by clips, or 
catches, which are not described. One light was provided in the front of the 
helmet. Next the diver was to wear a two-piece outer garment made of India 
rubber. The trousers were to be pulled up and secured over the vest by a 
metallic rim at the bottom of the vest to hold the suit tightly. The upper part 
of the suit was worn over the vest and held to the helmet by another metal 
ridge on the lower helmet and over the ridge at the bottom of the vest. Over 
the upper part of the suit was to be worn a jacket (J) which was designed to 
be an air reservoir. It was held to the apparatus by lacings on the back. This 
air reservoir was to be used to enable the diver to control his depth in the 
water. The use of this will be discussed in more detail below. 
The most important improvement, according to the inventor, is the 
breathing system provided. This can be seen in figures 1 and 2 and is 
shown in detail in Figures 3-6. Three hoses from the surface were attached 
to the top of the helmet through a watertight connector called the crown-
piece. The hoses inside the helmet led to the face mask (figs 3 & 4). This 
was made in two parts which were joined together to form a covering for the 
nose and mouth but which were not to communicate with each other. One-
way valves were installed in two of the hoses, one for inhalation and the 
other for exhalation. The mask assembly was to be made of metal with the 
edges in contact with the face covered with India rubber to form an airtight 
seal. It was held to the head by an elastic band. Both portions of the mask 
were to contain a fiexible tube (F) which led to a bag (F1} which was to serve 
as container for nasal discharges or "expectorations" from the mouth. The 
third hose (E) was to be used for communication to and from the surface. It 
entered the lower part of the mask. In Figure 4, a one-way valve is shown in 
the helmet portion of the hose. Also to be provided, but not shown, are two 
small tubes which go from the lower section of the mask to near the ears so 
the diver could hear communications more clearly. 
The air reservoir jacket was to be filled by either the diver exhaling 
through the tube (D in the oral portion of the mask or by using a small hand 
pump (N). This was to be contained in the reservoir except for the operating 
handle which projected out of the reservoir, and also takes air in through 
pipe (D. The small circle on the upper left side of the reservoir (i in fig. 2) is a 
vent valve operated by the diver. No details are provided. 
The three hoses exiting the helmet were to go to the surface and be 
attached to a reel (Fig. 7) with internal connections so the air to the diver 
could be maintained while the hose paid out or was reeled in. Presumably 
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one of the air supply hoses was connected to an air compressor and the exhaust hose 
and communications hose were open to the air. According to the patent, using different 
combinations of the one-way valves could provide air or allow exhalation or communications 
through any of the hoses. Attached to the reel was a line with a large weight on the free end 
which was to counterbalance the weight of the diver. The inventor states that if the weight 
line were long enough it could be used as an ascending line. 
There is one great flaw with this overly complicated system. Careful study of the air 
supply system shows that there is no air supply to the suit itself. The breathing system is 
a closed circuit, relative to the diving dress. Even if one assumes that the mask leaks a bit 
this would not allow enough air to enter the suit to counteract the ambient water pressure 
and the diver would not be able to go more than a few feet down without severe problems. 
If the communications hose were to be without the one-way valve this wou ld provide a 
direct way for air to be lost from the mask and lungs. If the valve were in place this might not 
happen, but then communications would be cut off and this hose useless. The diver could 
inhale and exhale only through his nose, which would be a problem if he had to respire 
hard while working. Another problem is in the hose reel-counterweight system. According 
to the specifications the weight line is attached to the reel in the opposite direction that the 
hose is wound. This means that as the hose is paid out the weight comes closer to the 
surface and could never be used as an ascent line. The utility of the counterweight is also 
in question since the diver already has an air jacket to aid in controlling his buoyancy. The 
air jacket can be supplied with air by the diver filling it with exhalations through the tube 
in the mouth section of the mask or through the communications hose through the mask. 
Exhalations alone would be a very inefficient way to fill a large bag and would work with 
either exhalations or the pump only if the one-way valve were in place in the communications 
valve. The addition of the tubes and bag for nasal secretions and "expectorations" is not 
needed, in my opinion. There is certainly no use or need for the metal armor which would 
only serve as a hindrance to the diver's movements. 
There is no evidence that I have found that such a system was ever built or used. If it 
had been built the inventor would have soon realized that his complicated system was both 
impractical and dangerous. a 
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SINCE 1937 DESCO PRODUCTS HAVE HAD THEIR DOWNS & UPS 
DESCO Corporation is proud to be a contributor to and supporter of 
the Historical Diving Society and the diving industry 
DESCO CORPORATION 
240 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 
Phone: 414-272-2371 Fax: 414-272-2373 E-mail: diveq@execpc.com 
www.divedesco .com www .descocorp .com www.descowaterskis .com 
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By Leslie Leaney 
A review of recent internet auction results. While every effort is made to accurately describe the lots, vendors' opinions of what the 
items are, and what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are published in good faith for the interest of members, and the 
HDS and JoDH are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or realized prices. 
A. J. MORSE & SON INC. COMMERCIAL 3-LIGHT 
A. J. Morse & Son Inc. Commercial 3-light, serial number 1373 all matched. Appeared to be in good 
condition with an unusual black finish to the shell. Missing face plate grill and with a non-stock exhaust 
control wheel. The comms elbow was a USN Mark V component and looked a little oversized compared 
to the other components on the helmet. Part of the listing stated , "This helmet was owned by a Michigan 
Great Lakes diver, he purchased it on the East Coast sometime in 1970. The helmet has the name 'Bill 
Yates' inscribed on the brass ring of the front viewing porthole, possibly a diver prior to 1970 that was 
located on the East Coast near Maine. We do not have much more information on the helmet; we did 
contact A.J. Morse and have a Certificate of Authenticity for the helmet. It is serial number 1373, built 
circa 1910, it is black with brass trim and was that way in 1970. This is all the information the family can 
provide." Sold for $5,000 on a single bid. 
A.J. MORSE & SON INC. COMMERCIAL, 4 LIGHT 
A.J. Morse & Son Inc. 
Commercial, 4 light serial number 
3506. Appeared 1n complete 
condition with a few working 
dents on the crown. There were 
a few errors in the listing but 
the seller provided numerous 
photographs, which showed all 
relevant details. Sold $4,403. 
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A.J. MORSE & SON INC. CONTINENTAL 
A. J. Morse & Son Inc. Continental, serial number 2558 all matched. Listed by an HDS member 
who provided excellent photos of the helmet showing it in complete condition apart from the 
outer portion of the hinged clamp for the comms wire, which was missing. It showed a strong 
patina and was stated as being dated by the Morse company as being manufactured on May 
15, 1918. Some components were stamped D&L and a small brass plaque attached to the 
back of the breastplate read CCDE. 42 bids took it to $5,580. 
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MORSE COMMERCIAL 3-LIGHT LABELED AS CRAFTSWELD MARK V 
Listed as an "extremely rare Craftsweld Mark V," but 
actually a Morse Commercial 3 light that had "Craftsweld" 
stamped on the left front strap and speaker housing. This 
is the third Morse that I have encountered marketed as 
Craftsweld. The others had Craftsweld plaques attached 
to the breastplate. The company's relationship with Morse 
dates back to when it traded under the Schrader name. In 
their catalog Schrader advertised a shallow water helmet 
and pump that were actually manufactured by Morse. If a 
client ordered the shallow water helmet it was delivered 
with a Schrader plaque where the Morse plaque would 
normally be. This helmet was probably custom ordered 
as the exhaust riser tube terminated with the perforated 
bowl of a USN Mark V exhaust. The breastplate had 
what appeared to be USN Mark V style lashing eyes and 
the bonnet had horizontal Morse side ports. The comms 
were Craftsweld and attached to the bonnet in the normal 
Craftsweld position. There was no tinning on the helmet, 
which appeared to be in very good condition with minimal 
wear. Nine bids took it to $4,250. 
DESCO BROWNE COMMERCIAL 
DESCO Browne Commercial Model # 29400, Date 09-21-07, serial 
number 251 . Appeared to be in excellent condition and listed in part as: 
"Bought this back in 07 for around $5,200 new. This is a 100% working 
commercial hat. There are no dents and the coms work great. The com 
posts are #6 JIC. Hat# 251 . All valves and handles are in great working 
condition. I am the only owner of this hat and bought it new from Desco 
Corp. It has just been sitting on my desk for a few years now and would 
like to give it a good home to the person that respects and understand the 
commercial Diving business. This model hat is sold for $5680 new. Selling 
this helmet for $3000." The helmet was located in Hawaii and 12 bidders 
took it to $4,550. 
SPONGE DIVING HELMET PART 2 
This helmet will be instantly 
recognizable to anyone who read this 
column in issue 75. I listed the various 
problems this helmet had and noted 
that, at a selling price of $1 , 133, it 
would make a good restoration project 
for someone. Well, the buyer did 
undertake a partial restoration as can 
been seen if you compare the photos 
from issue 75 to those here. The dents 
and creases have been beaten out, the 
face-plate now has two knobs, and it 
looks a much more presentable piece. 
With the dent removal there is a good 
chance that there are no air channels 
left intact inside it. The top port glass 
is still broken, the straps and nuts are 
missing and the air inlet elbow still 
needs replacing. So there is still a ways 
to go before the helmet is complete. 
The listing stated that an email from the 
Historical Dive (?) Society said, "I firmly 
believe this to be a Greek Sponge hat. 
Lack of knob holes is not conclusive in 
itself though. There were many makers 
of these Greek helmets and with the 
helmet in the condition it is in difficult 
to identify exactly. These helmets were 
made in backyards etc. all around 
the Greek Islands. The listing did not 
denote which person at which HDS 
had submitted the opinion but as several members have asked, I can confirm that it was not me, 
and I know it was not anyone at the HDSUSA office. Torrance Parker's new book on the history 
of sponge diving having recently been published did not hurt interest in the helmet, and with its 
partial restoration it sold for $2,353, an increase of around $1,200 from its prior sale. 
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iJCAMERA AUCIIONS ~:. 
By Sid Macken 
A review of recent internet auction results. While every effort is made to accurately describe the lots, vendor 's opinions of what the 
items are, and what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are published in good faith for the interest of members, and the 
HDS and JoDH are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or realized prices. 
(Above) Nemrod Siluro with flash attachment, $92 
(Right) Healthways Mako Shark camera, $40 
(Above) Aqua-Cam with flash attachment, $224 
(Middle Right) Aqua-Cam with flash attachment, $261 
(Bottom Right) DAVCO housing and Brownie Holiday 
Camera, $355 
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(Above) Homemade housing for motion 
picture camera. Nicely made, aluminum 
housing presumably for 8mm camera, not 
included in auction, $1525 
(Right) Calypso Camera with Som Berthiot 
35mm lens and metal sport finder, $2035 
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.. :~, CAMERA AUCTIONS IJ 
(Above) Calypso Camera, serial #4300, with 
Som Berthiot 35mm lens. UK auction, $948 
(Left) Calypso Camera with Som Berthiot 35mm 
lens and metal sport finder. UK auction, $1582 
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HISTORICAL DMNG SOCIElY USA 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
www.hds.org 
By Sid Macken, President 
HDSatDEMA 
For several years now, the HDS and DEMA have worked cooperatively to present the Decades of Diving booth 
in which we celebrate milestones in diving history. 
This year marks the 70th anniversary of recreational 
scuba diving and the lOOth anniversary of Tarpon Springs 
sponge diving helmets manufactured by A. Lerios Marine. 
Lerios helmets have been in 
demonstration dives conducted by the students . 
The speaker lineup included Michael and Georgeann 
Wachter presenting Armored Divers of the Great Lakes, 
Glen Butler and Dave Kenyon with the history of the 
Tarrytown Labs, Bernie Chowdhury on the sunken fleet at 
Scapa Flow, and Bob Croft, retired Navy submariner and 
diver, speaking on his record 
continuous production since 
Anthony Lerios founded his 
shipwright business in Tarpon 
Springs in 1913. 
The HDS is now using an online membership 
management program which, among other things, 
allows us to contact members individually, in groups, 
setting 240-foot breath-hold 
dives. 
The evening found 
attendees gathered on the 
fantail of the Battleship USS 
New Jersey, moored in the 
Delaware River at Camden, 
for the HDS's annual 
banquet. 
Today, Anthony's grandson 
Nick Toth works in the 
original Lerios shop producing 
sponge helmets as both 
functional tools and pieces 
or the entire member list by email. Recently we sent out 
a link to an online video and a notification about our 
new boxed coin sets. The resulting feedback showed 
that about 10% of our members' email addresses are 
of fine art. Be sure to visit 
the DEMA Decades booth 
for a look into the history of 
both recreational scuba and 
fisheries diving. 
not valid. If you did not receive those emails, it may be 
that you are among the 10% or HDS does not have an 
email address for you at all. Please let us know if your 
email address needs to be updated. One of the features 
of our new program is that members can go online and 
Our guest speaker for the 
evening, the venerable Stan 
Waterman, kept the audience 
enraptured with the story 
of how serendipity played a 
great role in the forming of 
his underwater filmmaking 
career. 
On September 14th, the 
HDS and Santa Barbara 
Maritime Museum honored 
Mr. Ernest H. Brooks II, at the 
Santa Barbara Underwater 
Film Festival. Ernie Brooks, 
update their own contact information. To do this, go 
to historicaldivingsocietyusa. wildapricot.org and log 
in to view or update your personal profile. If you need 
assistance contact membership@hds.org (847-854-7154) 
or hds@hds.org (805-934-1660). On Sunday morning, those who did not have 
to rush home visited the 
Independence Seaport Museum at Penn's Landing in 
Philadelphia. 
son of Brooks Institute of Photography founder Ernest 
Brooks II and former president of the Institute, is a 
world renowned underwater photographer specializing in 
medium format black and white photography. 
Ernie's pictures have graced countless books, 
magazines and film festivals. He sits on the HDS Advisory 
Board and has been an inspiration and mentor to 
hundreds, if not thousands, of photographers. 
The event is covered in more detail elsewhere in 
this issue, but suffice it to say here that the event was 
a great tribute to Ernie and brought together nearly 
2,000 of his friends, students, colleagues, and admirers, 
including some of the most notable names in underwater 
photography, as well as rising stars. 
Three weeks later, and two thirds of the way across 
the continent, the HDS held its annual conference at 
Divers Academy International in Erial, New Jersey. 
Tammy Brown, owner of Divers Academy, her staff and 
students went all out to make the HDS and conference 
attendees feel very welcome. 
In addition to space for the presentations and static 
displays, Divers Academy provided attendees with a 
wonderful lunch, a tour of the school's facilities, the 
opportunity to try a virtual welding machine, and 
The Directors of the HDS wish to extend our gratitude 
to the many sponsors whose belief in the HDS mission 
and generous support made these two events possible. 
Here is a bit of news I am very pleased to be able 
to bring to present and future members of the Society. 
The HDS has launched a new membership processing 
function. Not only will it make membership manager 
Greg Platt's life easier, but it will offer convenience and 
flexibility to our members. This function is now live on the 
HDS website. 
On the HDS home page, new members can join, 
set up a user ID, register their personal profile, and 
pay membership fees. Current members will be able to 
register a user ID, then v(ew and update their personal 
profile, renew a membership (at 15% off the new 
member price), and communicate with other members. 
Renewal notifications, events, and other announcements 
will be sent to the membership by email. 
For those members who prefer to do these things by 
mail or phone, those options are still open to you. This 
same function will streamline the process for ordering 
HDS event tickets, and donating money to the HDS. a 
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Historical Diving !io~iety 's 
i 
The perfect gift for the diver in your 
family! The 201 3 edition of Helmets in 
History coins are now available as a bo-
xed set. Includes the Joe Savoie, Seibe 
Gorman 6 bolt, US Navy Mark V Helium, 
and Galeazzi Marina helmet coins, plus 
the Helmets in History cards for each 
coin, in a custom made walnut pre-
sentation box with the HDS logo inset 
in the lid. The Helmets in History coin 
series commemorates helmet designs 
which contributed signi-
ficantly to the advance-
ment of diving technolo-
gy. Look for new coins 
in 2014. 
•• 
. :;) 
;).;) 
•• 
l\low Available as 
a Boxed !iet! 
'-20 1 3 Helmets in History Boxed Set, $7 5 US shipping included 
· Walnut Presentation Box, $25 US shipping included 
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS PLEASE CONTACT products@hds.org 
Quantities are limited, so get yours today! 
Proud Sponsor 
of the 
DAN 
Proud International Sponsor 
of the Historical Diving Society 
www.borneodivers.info 
Proud Sponsors of the 
Historical Diving Society 
and the Dive Commercial 
International Journal of Diving History 
www.divecommercial.com 
11i Santa Barbara ~Maritime Museum 
West Coast Home of the 
Historical Diving Society 
Currently on display: 
Purisma Diving Bell Exhibit 
Opening November 2012: 
Dan. Wilson 400' Heli-Oxygen 
Dive Exhibit 
www.sbmm.org 
AQUEOS® 
EXCELLENCE IN SUBSEA SOLUTIONS 
Proud Sponsor of the Historical Diving Society 
www.aqueossubsea.com 
THE DIVING PERIODICALS INTERNATIONAL 
LIBRARY/COLLECTION 
It has been written about in dive periodicals worldwide 
as the largest collection of its kind! The Library 
contains many titles and complete sets. There are more 
than 12,000 issues of sport, commercial and military 
diving magazines, newspapers, newsletters, etc. 
Many titles are hardcover bound. Also included are 
several duplicate sets! The best offer over $8,000. gets 
everything, including the custom, periodical cases. 
Buyer pays shipping. 
For more visit www.divingmags.com 
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Marine goods & diving equipment 
Marine goods & diving equipment 
182, Van Polanenpark, 
2241 RW Wassenaar 
P .0. Box 454, 
2240 AL Wassenaar 
The Netherlands 
www.nautiekdiving.nl 
e-mail: nautiekvof@planet.nl 
Tel. +31 (0)70 511 47 40 
Fax +31 (0)70 517 83 96 
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Commander Jackson M. Tomsky, USN 
August 29, 1919 - April 30, 2013 
Served during three wars and headed the U.S. Navy's final Sealab venture 
By Ben Hellwarth 
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commander Jackson Maxwell became a first-class diver. Training well suited to acting as on-scene to function like an elevator. They 
Tomsky, who enlisted in the included making dives in the murky commander of Sealab Ill. But were to open the lab and stave 
U.S. Navy in his teens, served on Anacostia River as part of learning Craven had to consider whether this off the leaking once inside. By 
several ships during World War II, the more specialized methods mustang who had never gone to the early morning hours of Feb. 
the Korean and Vietnam wars, and involved in using the "helium hat," college could handle the associated 17, a combination of human error 
in the mid-1960s was put in charge a bulkier version of the Mark V role as project manager of DSSP's and technical difficulties led to the 
of Sealab Ill, the Navy's ambitious helmet designed to handle the gas Ocean Engineering Branch, which death of one of the aquanauts, 
but ill-fated final experimental sea- mixtures required for deeper dives. would entail running several major Berry Cannon, a civilian electronics 
floor base, died April30, 2013. He After about six months at the dive projects related to submarine rescue engineer who had taken part in 
was 93. school, Tomsky became executive and salvage operations in addition Sealab II. 
Tomsky was born on Aug. 29, officer of the USS Florikan, another to gearing up for Sealab Ill and Instead of presiding over the 
1919, in San Francisco and raised submarine rescue vessel. He then further tests of saturation diving, Sealab Ill mission as planned, 
in the city's West Portal section, went as chief engineer to the USS then a revolutionary approach to Tom sky found himself sitting through 
just a couple of miles inland from Sperry, one of the Navy's hulking long-duration deep dives pioneered the hearings of a Navy board of 
the Pacific. His father, Samuel C. submarine tenders, ships outfitted to for Sealab. investigation. Tomsky and one 
Tomsky, was a businessman who maintain and repair submarines. Tomsky made a case for himself other sailor were given punitive 
ran a collection agency; his mother, By 1962 Tomsky became and by 1966 moved to DSSP letters of admonition - less severe 
Bertha Ruby Jacobs Tomsky, was commander of the submarine headquarters in Bethesda, Md., to than letters of reprimand or being 
a housewife, who was left to raise rescue ship Chanticleer. Tomsky take the job. It included overseeing recommended for trial by court-
Jack, his brother and two sisters at was tall and imposing, his dark hair the remodeling and expanding of martial. Tomsky asked to have 
the height of the Depression after swept back, hawklike. His hard- the successful Sealab II habitat, the letter withdrawn but ultimately 
Samuel died in 1932 nosed manner and a deep, booming which resembled a railway tank dropped the matter, concerned that 
In recent years Jack Tomsky voice helped earn him the nickname car, into Sealab Ill at the Hunters pursuing it would only demoralize 
had spent much of his time caring "Black Jack," which Tomsky found Point shipyard in San Francisco. the Man-in-the-Sea program and 
for his wife of 70 years, Ruth Mary both fitting and amusing when he Some $10 million, about five times garner headlines the Navy could do 
Leah, who survives him. Funeral learned about the moniker years as much as was spent in 1965 for without. 
services were held May 6 in later. "Everybody motivates a little Sealab II, was being pumped into But a sense of redemption 
Escondido, where the Tomskys had bit differently, and I think my best Sealab Ill. Close to 60 aquanauts came in another form. Tomsky was 
lived for years. A committal service form of motivation was by raising my and support divers, both military and soon called back to duty, a rarity 
with full military honors immediately voice," he said in 2002. "Why people civilian, were being selected to take for retired officers, especially of 
followed at nearby Miramar National hang nicknames on people, there's part during the 300-ton habitat's Commander Tomsky's modest rank. 
Cemetery. generally a good reason." two-month mission on the sea floor He was to assist with the secret 
Tomsky initially tried to enlist That distinctive voice cou ld be near the northeastern shoreline of program within the Sealab program 
in the Navy at the age of 18, in his heard on the Chanticleer for about Southern California's San Clemente he had helped get started. "The 
hometown of San Francisco, where 40 months, until1965 when Tomsky Island. projects," as those in the know 
work was hard to find . It took a year returned to the Washington Navy Tomsky had as his second in called the secret program, involved 
before his name came up on the Yard as assistant officer in charge of command Scott Carpenter, the adapting the saturation diving 
waiting list but he eagerly joined in the deep-sea diving school. Within a Mercury astronaut who had led two methods and equipment developed 
1939 and was soon assigned to the matter of months he got a call from of the three 1 0-aquanaut teams for Sealab so that divers could be 
USS Chewink, the first of several John Craven, who was then director during Sea lab II, off the coast of La dispatched from submarines on spy 
submarine rescue and salvage of the Navy's Deep Submergence Jolla, Calif. Tomsky also had Capt. missions. 
ships on which Tomsky would serve. Systems Project. Craven, an George F. Bond, the medical officer Once Tomsky left the Navy for 
He got trained as a second-class ebullient and iconoclastic civilian considered the father of Sea lab, and good in mid-1970, he became the 
diver, which meant learning to dive scientist who occupied a special Bond 's indispensable right-hand North Sea diving manager for J Ray 
in the Navy's iconic Mark V gear, place in the Navy hierarchy, had man , Capt. Walter Mazzone, of the McDermott & Co., a major offshore 
with its bulbous copper and brass heard that Commander Tomsky Medical Service Corps. The project contractor, and within a few years 
helmet and heavy, rubber-lined might be the right kind of officer to hit some snags and was delayed he stepped in as president and 
canvas suit fed by an umbilical with head the Man-in-the-Sea program, from the original target dates in CEO of Hydrospace International, 
compressed air. which was under DSSP, and was 1967 to 1969, a few months before a provider of commercial diving 
In 1951 Tomsky became soon to include Sealab Ill , the third the historic moon landing. services started by two former 
a commissioned officer- a and most ambitious of the Navy's Sealab Ill was successfully Sealab aquanauts. 
"mustang," as enlisted sailors who experimental "habitats" designed to lowered by barge crane to the Tomsky is survived by his wife, 
got commissioned without going to house divers - "aquanauts" - on the daunting depth of 610 feet, well whom he fondly called Ruthie; his 
the Naval Academy were known. seabed. beyond conventional diving limits, daughter, Leah Ruth Tomsky; a 
A few years later Tomsky went Tomsky impressed Craven, on Feb. 15, 1969, a rain-swept granddaughter and three great-
through a pro·spective commanding but Craven wasn't immediately Saturday. But the pressurized lab grandsons. His sons, Charles 
officer's course at the Navy's convinced he had found the was leaking badly. A foursome of Anthony and Lawrence Samuel, and 
deep-sea diving school at the right man for the job. Tomsky's divers was lowered to the 60-foot- daughter Pamela Lorraine Tomsky, 
Washington Navy Yard, where he experience as a line officer was long lab in a cramped pod designed predeceased him. a 
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Oliver C. Wells 
1931-2013 
An Appreciation of a Legendary Cave Diver's Life 
By I ohn S. Buxton 
. Oliver Wells (left), John Buxton, 
and Jack Sheppard on Mendip 
some years ago. 
Oliver Wells with his Afto at 
Wookey Hole. 
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Oliver Craig Wells. or OCW as he was known in Cave Diving Group parlance, emerged from a small number. of would be cave divers in the late 1950s. As a scientist he immediately stood out as a 
useful recruit and in no time had equipped himself with a useful SGAMTU (Siebe Gorman Amphibian 
Mk.2) rebreather. 
Cave divers were encouraged to modify 
the standard form of kit and Oliver modeled 
his on the Salvus gear with vertical cylinders. 
then adapted it. The Group were always very 
concerned with safety and to this end Oliver 
devised an Injection Collar, which fed gas 
straight from the cylinder into the top of the 
soda lime canister. A safety by-pass, it was to 
prove very useful. 
Oliver was doing his PhD at Cambridge. 
Here he built most of the electron microscope 
for the project he was working on and, having 
a workshop available and the necessary skills, 
he also manufactured lots of bits and pieces 
for cave diving. Diving watches were very 
expensive in those days and not that reliable, 
so he solved the problem by putting a cheap 
watch in an aluminium housing he had made, 
covering it in clear Perspex seated an '0' ring 
and holding it in place on his Aflo with bolts 
and wing nuts. The acronym Afto, standing for 'Apparatus for laying out line and underwater navigation'; 
essentially a board with everything mounted on it. 
He progressed rapidly through his training , became very competent and soon qualified as a Trainer 
Diver (TD); with myself the only two active TDs in the Group. Consequently, while we often dived 
together on the same dive, it was rarely as a buddy pair. 
We used Wookey Hole as a training and development dive site, with Oliver's wife Pamela sharing 
the vigil with the log keepers. The log sheets of those days often recorded 'Chamber 1 to 3 to 4 and 5 
and 6 and 7 and return' . To penetrate further upstream into the cave complex would have required us to 
go deeper underwater, a danger that was constantly in forefront of our mind as our oxygen rebreathers 
had a 30ft/-9m limit. To try and get around this depth limitation Bob Davis eventually purchased an early 
Siebe Gorman Aqualung, and demonstrated its use at Skeleton Pit in the Cheddar Gorge. But when he 
dived in Wookey, with OCW and myself as his escort divers, it all went horribly wrong and we became 
heavily involved in what famously became known as the 'Night of the 131h'. 
Wearing our rebreathers we were adept at walking over the bottom, while Bob in his Aqualung could 
swim in mid-water. The plan was to reach (chamber) 9, where we knew there was a sharp drop off not 
suited to us bottom walking in boots. Here, with his Aflo line attached to ourselves, he could then swim 
off in mid-water and explore what lay beyond. Unfortunately, he never managed to leave his line with 
us, his buoyancy went to pot and he floated up to the ceiling, completely out of our view or reach, where 
he floundered around and finally drifted upwards to surface in a narrow chimney that became known as 
(chamber) 13. He had to stay there for several hours, until the water cleared and he could make his way 
back by himself. 
Thereafter, while we practiced swimming in our oxygen rebreathers. we were never really taken with 
swimming in mid-water, far preferring bottom-walking. 
When Graham Balcombe purchased two compete 'P Party Breathing Apparatus' sets, designed for 
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deeper diving using (oxy-nitrogen mixtures), OCW had Siebe Gorman overhaul 
the regulators and we obtained large cylinders of various mixtures for various 
maximum depths. It was a time when I had my problems of family and work, but 
I still managed the task of cleaning the hand operated booster pumps to decant 
the mixtures into the operating cylinders. This meant we could then dive oxygen 
mixtures, which we needed to try out. 
Being a tourist attraction, diving at Wookey was always tiring as we had to 
wait to get in the Cave after hours, and leave 
in the early hours to allow the water to clear. 
Eventually OCW and myself had a mixture 
dive at Hurtle Pot in Yorkshire. It was only 
around 45-ftH4m but it proved that the new 
gear worked. 
It should be noted that nearly all our 
diving, except at Wookey, was at virtually 
virgin sites. We both found this a slightly 
stressful time, and we would often have a 
walk out together the night before an 'Op.' I 
always found OCW very supportive. 
While still a student, OCW took himself 
off to Norway in his Ford Popular during 
the summer vacation and managed a cave 
dive or two. On return his car looked as 
though it had been whitewashed. During 
this period there were attempts on Swildon's 
Hole, going in via Blue Pencil Passage, 
which was a story on its own. Eventually 
we penetrated deeper into Swildon's, with 
large Sherpa parties managing to take in 
kit and cooking stoves as we progressed. It 
was eventually realized that our SGAMTU 
gear was too large for the task and various 
divers produced different modifications of the 
small ATEA (Tank Escape Apparatus) and 
DSEA (Davis Submarine Escape Apparatus). 
Here OCW did a very good modification of 
an ATEA silver soldering an extra extension on the soda lime canister, which 
increased its endurance along with its safety in use. 
Later, towards the end of OCW's time with us, we obtained a supply of UBAs 
(Universal Breathing Apparatus). These were a later type of ex-Navy diving 
gear, which did the same job as the P Party gear. Like the P Party they had 
rear mounted twin mixture cylinders. These cylinders were regarded with some 
suspicion for longer cave dives at depth, and Oliver obtained a supply of larger 
ex-Ambulance cylinders. These fitted in the mounts but had to be connected 
to the regulator, so Oliver then designed and manufactured a wonderful brass 
connection assembly that would twist in two directions at once. This gave us twin 
cylinder set-ups that were ideal for weekend trips with two or more dives. 
For Wookey training dives we often used oxygen at the high flow rates in 
the cave, and were used to varying buoyancy characteristics in our gear. After 
the 'Night of the 131h' we practiced swimming with it (and also with P Party gear) 
in the Wookey Swimming Pool. Eventually we went through to Wookey 9(2) and 
reached the steep drop-off, where llifelined OCW with my line reel as he went 
down over the dreaded steep drop off in weighted boots by digging his heels 
well into the silt. He later reported it as manageable; we were at last on the way 
deeper into the cave complex!! Alas, it was shortly after this that Oliver became 
part of the Brain Drain and went off to the USA to work. 
OCW was a scientist and he produced reports and diagrams of all of the 
places that we and he dived. He sorted out the mathematics of mixture diving 
for us, which few of us understood, and wrote a lot of Cave Diving type papers. 
The Cave Diving group sorely missed him for a time until other divers qualified. 
Oliver still came back from time to time to give a paper at a College, or for a 
holiday. In the meantime I had 'retired' with financial cramp. Whenever Oliver 
came over to the UK he tended to have an air dive at Wookey, but found that a 
reliable supply of full cylinders was difficult to come by, so I was commissioned 
to purchase two extra cylinders and keep them ready for his use. He was always 
extolling the delights of air diving with Aqualungs and said I should try it. I had 
slowly recovered financially, and was doing a little sea diving so eventually I 
weakened and joined him at Wookey - and have not really looked back. But that 
is another story. We have been able to help Oliver several times but once in 
particular when his father died while he was over here, and we were able to get 
him involved in some physical work on our allotment for a couple of days. Very 
therapeutic. 
Eventually Oliver and Pamela's trips became less frequent, he stopped 
replying to em ails and we had no contact for two or three years, The last time we 
saw him, Oliver had a digestive complaint. 
When we heard he had died, I sat down and have written this appreciation 
of his life as it took me. I have done no research for it, but understand that 
someone is doing a more 'Somerset' based account when OCW's story will 
hopefully be told in full. 
Note: Should you wish to know more about any of the diving gear mentioned 
in this Appreciation, it is all in Davis's Deep Diving. • 
This obituary first appeared in Historical Diving Times, issue 57, and is 
reprinted here by the kind permission of Peter Dick, Editor. . 
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Frederick George "Jim" Hutchinson 
1922-2013 
64 The Journal of Diving History 
One of the most popular figures in the HDSUK and certainly the most 
photographed, 'Jim' Hutchison took a 
continuing active role in society activities 
including running its Working Equipment 
Group (South) (1999-2002) until he was 
well into his eighties. It was difficult to keep 
him out of a diving dress and the water, 
and he made his last dive aged 85. 
At the society's conference in 1997, 
Alessandro Bianchini, a World War II 
Italian Gamma swimmer, told of an attack 
he took part in against Gibraltar on the 
night of the 131h July 1942. The last into 
the water on the Spanish shore, after a 
long swim he managed to attach three 
charges which crippled the 1 ,500 ton 
tanker Shuma. When he had finished his 
account and questions were being taken 
Jim got up and informed him: 'thanks to 
you that night, I was turned out of my 
bunk at 3 o'clock in the morning'. Being 
a standard diver, Jim had to then dress, 
rig lines and pull himself hand over hand 
under the hulls of convoy ships anchored 
in the Roads to locate and detach charges 
some of which, according to Alessandro, 
had already began exploding. For Jim it 
was to be just one incident in a long career 
as a diver. 
Born in Bedfordshire, England in 1921 
to a family with no connections with the 
sea, Jim Hutchison lied about his age to 
join the Royal Navy as a boy entrant in 
1937. During training at HMS Ganges he 
became the 'button boy,' who stood on the 
truck (diameter 2-3 feet) some 140-ft up 
on the very top of the famous fully rigged 
ceremonial mast when it was manned by 
the cadets. For this feat he received an 
extra shilling. 
He was eventually posted to HMS 
Resolution as an anti-aircraft gunner, 
taking part in one action off North Africa 
in 1940 before they left for Dakar where 
they engaged the French battleship 
Richelieu. Being on deck Jim said that 
he had a full view of the action during 
which Resolution was badly damaged 
by a torpedo. Afterwards the young Jim 
Hutchison volunteered to act as tender, 
first to the ship's diver and then to the 
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diving team sent out to help effect repairs. A life changing moment came when 
tools were required to be delivered to the diver working below in low visibility. Jim 
asked if he could take them down, and this was agreed to as the other divers were 
all otherwise engaged. He was successful enough for the team to continue to use 
him for tool delivery and other work, even though he had never received any dive 
training. Still in his teens he was the youngest diver in the navy. 
Resolution was later docked in Gibraltar for two months for major repairs and 
Jim, together with the ship's diver, was used to clear fouled propellers and for 
the recovery of unexploded bombs, which had been dropped into the sea while 
loading them onto London-type flying boats. One day a ship fouled its anchor near 
the outer mole and they went out to clear it. Having worked successfully on the 
anchor Jim was then instructed to follow a line across the bottom. Finally told to 
surface, he found that he walked for some 1 'h miles across the harbor underwater. 
Sent back to Chatham, Jim finally took his diving course, together with Royal 
Engineers also sent for diver training. It was an eight weeks course, much of it 
spent in the mud at the end of Gillingham pier on the river Thames. Talking later 
about the RE divers, Jim later said "They could do anything after that." 
Next came a job in Aberdeen, to clear a minefield that had been 'controlled' 
and buried, fortunately in clear water. After that came a posting to HMS Phoebe. 
It was off the West African coast, while Jim was moving the diving pump 
across the deck, that he remembered a signalman shouted, "torpedo!" The 
impact he said was directly underneath where he stood, and they later told him 
that he had been blown higher than the bridge before hitting the sea head first. 
Knocked temporally unconscious he surfaced to find himself along with three other 
ratings having to swim among patches of burning oil, while they watched their 
ship steam away to avoid any further attack. It was a shock to then see a shark 
surface, before the realisation set in that it had been killed by the explosion. None 
of those in the water had a lifejacket and so Jim hung on to the shark until he 
was eventually picked up by an American vessel. On board while his burns were 
treated by a US Navy doctor, Jim became concerned about the pain in his feet. On 
very gently prizing his boots off it was found that his socks were full of swollen split 
peas, which it appears must have been blown out of the ship's store room. Blast 
works in strange ways, but he had survived. 
Jirn never talked much about it, but we know from his comment on the 
Bianchini episode that he had to have been in Gibraltar in July 1942. There is 
no telling how long he had been there, only that as a standard diver he was 
obviously being used to search for and clear devices attached under merchant 
vessels in the Roads. These were critical times for the British, given that the 
Italian vessel Olterra, berthed atAigeciras some 6 miles across the bay, had by 
then been covertly manned by the Italian Great Bear Flotilla who were to launch 
their 'pigs', charioteers with a two man crew, via a hatch cut below the waterline 
for attacks against British shipping. Bianchini and eleven other Italian swimmers 
passed through the Olterra and on to a villa on the Spanish coast, from where they 
launched their attack on the night of the 13th July. 
Where Jim was wearing standard dress that night, also inspecting hulls 
were Lt. Bailey, LIS Bell and AB. Ransom me. Locating a number of what they 
called "bugs", their method was to slash the rubber flotation ring so that they 
sank and exploded harmlessly in the depths. Bailey and the others used DSEA 
(Davis Submarine Escape Apparatus) sets and, being in the water at the same 
time as the enemy, it is little wonder that Bailey came across an Italian swimmer. 
Attacking him with his knife he got it into his suit, but the Italian escaped -having 
fins whereas Bailey wore weighted plimsoles. By any account, as a defenseless 
standard diver Jim would have been at a disadvantage and was very lucky that 
night and indeed on other nights when he was called out. 
This was the time when Lt. Crabb eventually took over these searches at 
Gibraltar with a larger search team; all of them were volunteers, including Stoker 
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Syd Knowles. In line with this Jim was moved on, joining as we understand it the August 1942 
Santa Marija convoy, which represented a last ditch effort to relieve the island of Malta. The 
navy and merchant navy lost many ships, but Jim survived later to be awarded along with others 
Honorary Maltese Citizenship. He wore his Maltese flag badge in his lapel and, when asked 
about it, said 'I am very proud of that'. In recent years he had been going out to Malta annually, 
when they celebrate the convoy that essentially saved the island. During his last visit he was to 
leave his hand print in concrete, as part of a permanent memorial to those still surviving from 
the convoy. 
This was not Jim's only convoy duty during the war, as his white beret told that he had been 
on the Polar Convoys, which sailed from Britain, up the coast of occupied Norway and around 
North Cape and on to the Russian port of Murmansk. Many ships were lost and in the freezing 
waters surv1val t1mes were a matter of a few minutes. While Polar Convoy veterans were later 
awarded a medal by the Russians, who feted them as heroes, the British refused to award a 
campaign medal until recently, sadly a matter of weeks after Jim had passed on. We know very 
little about Jim's later exploits in the war, only that he was present on D-Day. After the war he 
served on the light cruiser HMS Belfast and in the Korean conflict, when he was 'Mentioned in 
Dispatches'. 
Jim had met his wife, Vi, by the simple expedient of stepping into the road and stopping her 
as she cycled past, to ask for a date. Happily, she agreed and the couple enjoyed a long and 
happy marriage. 
He left the navy in 1953 and went on to found Medway Diving Contractors, which is still 
run by his so~. As a civilian diver he came across the occasional unexploded bomb from WW2, 
surv1ved havmg a 16-ton trailer dropped on him while diving off Brighton and a near explosive 
moment at Northfleet. Having set a charge he had returned to the ladder, not realizing that he 
had snagged it and that it was dangling beneath him. Then there was the classic diver danger 
when he was trapped up against a sluice gate for 3Jt2hours and, less dramatic, the retrieval of 
the Mayor of Rochester's medallion of office which had been dropped into the water. 
Well into the present century Jim was still diving, being the sort of person that attracted 
wide attention. There was an appearance in the BBC series Coast, while a German lady 
photographer travelled over to photograph him. Most of all Jim put in so much time with the 
society, not only running a Working Equipment Group, but by being present on HDS stands at 
various. shows and exhibitions where he took on the role of public commentator to explain all the 
1ntncac1es of standard diving. Always present at our conferences he was in his element talking to 
people, and in particular younger people. 
Jim Huthchison is survived by his wife Vi, son Peter and two daughters. a 
This obituary first appeared in Historical Diving Times, issue 57, and is reprinted here by the 
kind permission of Peter Dick, Editor. . 
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William "Bill" Wilson 
1939-2013 
Founding Member of 
California Wreck Divers 
B ill Wilson, founding and charter member of California Wreck Divers, Inc., passed away on June 25, 2013, 
after a brief illness. 
Bill was the current president of the wreck diving 
organization, a position that he had also held previously 
during his 40 years of service on the Board of Directors. 
Bill started scuba diving in the 1950's. He grew up in 
San Diego, California, and as a teenager loved to hang 
around Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, where · 
he would volunteer to clean up just so he could put on 
scuba and jump into their dive tank. While he was there the 
Calypso moored at Scripps and he was invited to go diving 
with Jacques- Yves Cousteau's two teenage sons. Bill 
became a commercial diver in the 1960's and then a certified 
diving instructor with PAD I, NASDS, and others. 
Bill was instrumental in discovering several local 
shipwrecks and identifying many more, but his passion 
did not end with exploration and research . Bill frequently 
shared stories of California's rich maritime heritage via slide 
programs with countless schools, civic organizations and 
other dive clubs, with an innate ability to bring sunken history 
alive to even non-divers. 
While his primary interest was in California shipwrecks, 
he often traveled to remote locales in Mexico and other 
countries to pursue his quest of discovery. Early in the 1970s 
he, along with a handful of other wrecks divers, organized 
themselves into what would become the California Wreck 
Divers, now one of the oldest diving clubs in the United 
States. 
In addition to his diving activities, Bill was an avid 
collector of both shipwreck and diving memorabilia. His 
dream was to one day create the California Wreck Divers 
Museum, which would house, document, and save artifacts 
from the diving and maritime history of the West for future 
generations. · 
Bill had served in Army Special Ops/Airborne. He 
was also a meticulous craftsman, having built displays for 
numerous museums and restaurants with a maritime theme. 
He is survived by his wife, Diane, also an active member of 
the California Wreck Divers. He was 74 years old. a 
- Steve Lawson and members of California Wreck 
Divers. 
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Captain Robert E. Thompson, USN 
1928-2013 
U.S . Navy Doctor and Original SEALAB I Aquanaut 
By Ben Hellwarth 
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Robert Elliot Thompson, a Navy doctor and a member of the original four-diver team to live underwater in the first "habitat" called SEALAB, died on February 
11, 2013. He was 84 years old and had lived for years in the San Diego area. 
Thompson grew up in Los Angeles, where he was born on August 6, 1928. He 
always liked the water and became an avid swimmer and skin diver, often diving 
for abalone as a hobby while an undergraduate at the University of Southern 
California, where he studied marine biology- one of the reasons that Capt. 
George F. Bond, the father of SEALAB, picked the young doctor be the chief 
medic on the crew of the U.S. Navy's first prototype sea-floor base. 
Lt. Commander Thompson earned his medical degree at USC in 1958 while 
married with four children. He met Bond while going through training in submarine 
medicine in 1960 at the U.S. Naval Submarine Base at New London, Conn. It 
was at the base's Medical Research Laboratory where Bond began the initial 
experiments that would lead to the first SEALAB trial in 1964, about 25 miles off 
Bermuda. 
Bond needed a doctor on board to run various physiological tests and to treat 
any sickness or injuries incurred among the aquanauts. Bond, himself a medical 
officer and scientist, liked the idea that Thompson could also put his background 
in marine biology to work by collecting specimens and generally demonstrating 
the potential for carrying out research from a sea-floor base. 
The four original SEALAB aquanauts- Thompson, Bob Barth, Lester 
Anderson and Sanders Manning -were set to live in the prototype sea base, 
and make frequent dives in the surrounding water, for three weeks at a depth 
of 192 feet. The threat of a hurricane cut the crew's stay to 11 days, still an 
unprecedented duration at such depth, and an accomplishment for which 
Thompson was awarded the Legion of Merit. 
Prior _to joining the Navy in 1957 while a medical student, Thompson served in 
the Army from 1950 to 1952 during the Korean War. A master sergeant, he saved 
lives as a frontline MASH unit medic in the 160th Infantry, 40th Division. 
His half-dozen awards for service during the Korean War included an 
Occupational Forces Medal, a National Defense Medal, a Combat Medical Badge 
and a Korean Service Medal with one bronze battle star. 
As part of his medical training, Thompson was an intern at the U.S. Naval 
Hospital in San Diego from 1958 to 1960, then came his training in submarine 
medicine at the New London base. He earned a master's degree in nuclear 
science and radiobiology at the University of Rochester School of Medicine 
in 1961 before serving during the Cold War as a medical officer on the 
commissioning crew of the USS Ethan Allen, a ballistic nuclear submarine. An 
early crusader against smoking, Thompson lectured on the hazards of tobacco 
and started Operation No Smoke to encourage submarine crews to leave their 
cigarettes behind . He served on two other nuclear subs, the USS Skate and the 
USS Nathan Hale, before his special assignment to Sealab I. 
He retired from the Navy as a Captain then went on to serve at Camp 
Pendleton as a volunteer Red Cross doctor. 
While an undergraduate at USC Thompson met his wife, the former Barbara 
Allen, also of Los Angeles, and then a student at cross-town rival UCLA. 
They were married for 63 years and she survives him, as do the couple's six 
children: Genevieve Gillespie and Eric Thompson, both of San Diego; Debra 
Rhead of Morro Bay; Laurel Souza and Mark Thompson, both of Hawaii ; and 
James Thompson of North Carolina. Robert Thompson is also survived by 12 
grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren. 
Thompson was honored and laid to rest on Feb. 14, 2013, at Miramar National 
Cemetery in San Diego. a 
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The Diving History Ubrary 
Order these books and more at IMNIN.hds.org/storelbooks/ or go to IMNIN.hds.org and dick on 'The Store" 
CA residents add 8.75% sales tax. 
HARD HAT DIVERS WEAR DRESSES 
BY BOB KIRBY 
Bob Kirby's autobiography covering his development 
of Kirby Morgan dive equipment and his work in 
commercial. military and Hollywood diving. Contains 
numerous unique photos from Kirby's career including 
some of his helmets. As the story of one of diving's few 
living legends, it will stand as a personal record of one 
mans unique journey through an industry at its prime. 
Self published by Kirby, with warts and all. Limited to only 
1,000 copies. Perfect bound volume, 262 pages, b&w 
photos, $40.00, plus $12.50 domestic p&p. 
INTO THE LION'S MOUTH: THE STORY OF THE 
WILDRAKE DIVING ACCIDENT 
BY MICHAEL SMART 
A thoroughly researched and superbly presented story 
of one of diving's bitterest tragedy's that should be 
obligatory reading for anyone putting a diving helmet on 
their head, or thinking about it. "Into the Lions Mouth is 
truly a well-written work. I found it hard to put down. I can 
highly recommend this book to anyone, even beyond the 
offshore industry." - Bev Morgan. "Compelling, harrowing 
and impressively well researched. A former North 
Sea saturation diver, Michael Smart not only knows 
his subject inside out, he explains it all with admirable 
clarity. Holds the reader's attention to the last page."-
Christopher Swann. Soft bound, 2011, 445 pages, color 
and b&w photos, diagrams, map, index, bibliography, 
appendix, end notes. $30, plus $7.50 domestic p&p. 
THE FERENZ DIVING APPARATUS 
BY PETER JACKSON AND PHILIPPE ROUSSEAU 
This excellent book is about one of the almost forgotten 
diving pioneers, Maurice Fernez, and his diving 
apparatus. It was reviewed in The Journal of Diving 
History, Issue 66, p.36. Privately published in England, 
2010. Card stock bound, 90 pages, b&w photos, patent 
drawings, appendix. 5 3/4 " x 8 1/4." $24 plus $6 p&p 
domestic shipping. CAres. add 8.75% sales tax, NV 
res. add 8.1% sales tax Contact products@hds.org for 
overseas shipping rates. Limited to 250 copies! 
SEALAB: AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN QUEST TO LIVE 
AND WORK ON THE OCEAN FLOOR 
BY BEN HELLWARTH 
An extensive and detailed record of the triumphs 
and tragedies of the SEALAB program, based upon 
Hellwarth's painstaking research. Hellwarth, a veteran 
journalist, interviewed many surviving participants from 
the SEALAB experiments and conducted extensive 
documentary research to write the first comprehensive 
account of one of the most important and least known 
experiments in US history. His compelling narrative 
covers the story from its scrappy origins in Dr. Bond's 
Navy laboratory, through harrowing close calls, historic 
triumphs, and the mysterious tragedy that brought about 
the end of SEALAB. Hardbound in dust jacket, 2012, 
388 pages b&w photos, index, 19 pages of reference 
notes. $28 plus $7.50 domestic p&p. 
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BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP 
BY MURRAY BLACK 
As one of the early pioneers of commercial oilfield 
diving, Murray black was an industry leader with an 
abundance of natural bravery. After graduating from 
E.R. Cross' Sparling School of Deep Sea Diving , 
Black progressed through the colorful ranks of the 
abalone diving and eventually founder DIVCON. 
History was made with DIVCON, with surface bounce 
dives past 500 feet as Black consistently pushed the 
envelope. The book also contains details of Blacks post 
diving career with friends like John Wayne and other 
characters. nd, 189 pages with b&w photos. $25, plus 
$5 domestic p&p. 
RED GOLD 
BY LEONARDO FUSCO 
A first person account of Leonardo Fusco's career as a 
diver, translated from the Italian. After his discovery of 
Red Coral, and his use of the Aqua Lung to harvest it, 
Fusco adapts to the deep diving life of a Mediterranean 
Sea gypsy. His journey includes success and tragedy as 
he moves from deep air diving to rebreathers, interacting 
with Hans Hass, Gerhard Haux, Professor Buhlmann 
and others. His later career is spent in the fields of 
submersibles, hyperbarics, and in efforts to" preserve 
the remnants of the Red Coral colonies so effectively 
harvested. Introduction by Enrico Camporesi and 
Foreword by Leslie Leaney. Reviewed by Brett Gilliam in 
issue 69 of the Journal of Diving History. Hard bound in 
dust jacket, 271 pages, color and b&w photographs. $25, 
plus $7.50 p&p. 
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Volume 1 $15.00 
THE LOST TREASURE OF THE 
CONCEPCION: Burt Webber's search 
for, and eventual discovery of, the 17th 
Century Spanish treasure galleon lost in 
a storm on the Caribbean's Silver Shoals. 
The film traces the expedition from concept 
to conclusion and provides insight into the 
life of a treasure hunter. 
Volume 2 $15.00 
OFF THE WALL: Follow Peter Benchley 
and his family on a diving adventure that 
includes pirates, shipwrecks, and giant 
moray eels. 
UNLIMITED AIR: Stan takes us back to the 
Caymans but this time we travel and dive 
with Our World Underwater scholarship 
winner Lisa Truitt. 
Volume 3 $15.00 
BEYOND JAWS: Includes clips from Stan's 
earliest dives in 1958 through filming Great 
White Sharks in Australia with friends Peter 
Benchley and Rodney Fox. Sharks are the 
center of attention on these dives. 
A QUICK TRIP TO THREE OCEANS: A 
medley of images from many of Stan's 
adventures during the 1960s and 1970s. 
Stan takes us to the Caribbean, Bahamas, 
Cocos Island, Paua New Guinea, Yap and 
many other exotic locations. 
Volume 4 $15.00 
ROUGHING IT IN THE CORAL SEA: A 
tongue-in-cheek expose of life aboard a 
multimillion dollar "hell ship". 
FINS TO THE RIGHT, FINS TO THE LEFT: 
Return to Cocos Island for a thorough 
shark-fest. Together the films offer nearly 
an hour of Stan's delightful images and 
eloquent narration. 
Volume 5 $15.00 
MORA WHEELS: This is the story of the 
Moray Wheels a Boston-based Scuba club 
for divers with disabilities. Produced in the 
1970's, Stan follows two students as they 
undergo their initial dive training in the pool 
atM. I. T., then make check out dives at 
the New England Aquarium in Boston . The 
students face the challenges of diving in 
open water at Bonaire, Netherland Antilles. 
GENESIS 1-27: "So God created man 
in his own image, in the image of God he 
created him; male and female he created 
them." Stan's underwater imagery set to a 
haunting musical score won a Gold Medal 
at the inaugural United Kingdom Fi lm 
Festival. 
A BITING KIND 
OF SHARK: 
Eighteen years 
after filming 
Blue Water, 
White Death, 
Stan returns 
to Dangerous 
Reef, South 
Australia, with 
famed Australian 
shark expert 
Rodney Fox to once again film the Great 
White Shark. They are accompanied by 
underwater photographers and scientists 
from Canada, Saudi Arabia, and the United 
States. 
Volume 6 $15.00 
THE WAR REEFS: In 1942, the small , 
South Pacific Island of Guadalcanal 
became the scene of a decisive, World War 
II , air-sea battle between the United States 
and Japan. It was a turning point in te war 
for the US and its allies, but a resounding 
defeat for the Japanese. The terrible cost 
of the battle can be found enumerated on 
the sea floor in what is now called Iron 
Bottom Sound for the scores of ships 
and aircraft that lie there. Stan and his 
companions visit the waters surrounding 
Guadalcanal, and as they explore Japan's 
sunken fleet, they discover that the debris 
of war has, over time, been changed, 
softened by the sea, and is now the home 
of a fantastic array of marine animals. 
Volume 7$15.00 
PETER AND THE SHARK: Stan, Peter 
Benchley, and crew travel to Australia to 
dive wi th Great White Sharks. Along the 
way, they encounter Manta Rays, sea 
turtles, Bronze Whalers, Tiger Sharks 
on the Great Barrier Reef, and then, 
at Dangerous 
Reef, the big 
guys showed up. 
Originally aired 
on the American 
Sportsmen Show 
THE CALL OF 
THE RUNNING 
TIDE: Edited for 
U. S. Divers from 
Stan's original 
lecture film, Call 
of the Running 
Tide documents a year that Stan and the 
Waterman clan spent living in the South 
Pacific, diving the waters of Tahiti and Bora 
Bora, and learning the culture of the South 
Pacific Islanders. 
THE LAST OF THE RIGHT WHALES: Stan 
travels to Patagonia to search for and dive 
with Right Whales. These amazing, gentle 
creatures were hunted nearly to extinction 
because they were the "right" whale to 
bring large profits to early whalers. Stan 
also looks at the other creatures living 
along this lonely, desolate coastline. 
Volume 8$15.00 
THE BEST OF CAYMANS: Stan visits the 
Cayman Islands aboard Wayne Hasson's 
Aggressor Fleet liveaboard dive boats. 
Along on the trip are Stan's good friend 
Peter Bench ley and his family. They dive 
the wreck of the Ore Verde; visit Jew Fish, 
Barracuda, and Grouper; dive reefs , walls , 
and visit a shallow sand patch filled with 
sting rays. 
THE SINAl REEFS: The best of the Red 
Sea, aboard the live aboard dive boat, 
SUN BOAT. Stan and mixed group of 
divers from the US visit reefs along the 
Sinai Peninsula, the Gulf of Eilat, Ras 
Muhhamad, and the Straits ofTehran. 
The beautiful colors of reef fish and corals 
endure in this film. 
BELIZE- A DIVING HOLIDAY: An 
Aggressor Fleet trip, this time to the reefs 
of Belize. Day or night, the reefs are ablaze 
with color and the photographers on board 
take full advantage of the scene. 
CORTEZ- THE HAMMERHEAD: Stan and 
Peter Benchley travel to the Espiritu Santo 
Seamount in the Sea of Cortez to film the 
massive schools of Hammerhead Sharks 
known to congregate there. Accompanied 
by shark researcher, Dr. Ted Rulison, 
Peter and Stan learn about the enigmatic 
Hammerheads and research in shark 
behavior. 
STELLA MARIS: In another American 
Sportsmen episode, Stan films author 
Peter Benchley and Dr. Sylvia Earle as 
they dive with sharks at Stella Maris in the 
Caribbean. First dives include encounters 
with a large Manta Ray, and individual 
sharks, then the large school arrives and 
the dives get interesting. 
' I $15 each video, plus $5 S&H (Domestic). Ca. res. add 8.75% sales tax. 
· ~ Order these DVDs online at www.hds.org/store/books or go to www.hds.org and click on 'The Store" 
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20,000 Divers Under the Sea 
The New Book by Torrance Parker 
An expansive recording of this important diving fisheries industry 
from ancient times to modern day, including numerous photos and 
period ephemera. 
"Torrance Parker has authored 
another vital link in the chain 
of diving history that we can all 
anchor on to. The fiow of old world 
diving industry skills, from the 
Mediterranean across the Atlantic 
to the new world of promise and 
opportunity hightlight the essence 
of the early 2Q1h Century American 
experience. A magnificent account 
of working above and below the 
sea. Bravo!" 
-Leslie Leaney 
Full book review in The Journal of Diving History, issue 75. 
Hardbound with color dust jacket, 247 pages, b&w photos, 
illustrations. Maps, index, appendix, notes, credits. Price $87. 
Domestic USPS Priority Mail $13 (up to 3 books to a box) USPS 
Media Mail $7 (1 book to a box). Contact products@hds.org for 
international rates. 
Complete !iet of 
Back Issues 
The Journal of Diving llistory 
and llistorlcal Diver 
Magazine 
For a limited time the 
Society is offering a 
complete set of back issues 
for sale, starting with the 
1992 Inaugural Report 
through to issue 70 of 
Winter 2012. The set of 
71 total copies includes 10 
reprints, with the balance 
being original copies, for 
a total of well over 3,000 
pages of diving history. 
The full.contentlisting for · · 
back issues can be found 
at www.hds .org. 
Sets are $200+shipping 
For orders or information 
email products@hds.org. 
LotteHass 
THE STORY OF THE 
DIAMOND KNOT 
Complete Documentary and Booklet 
From the Fireman's Fund 
In 194 7, the largest ship sal-
vage operation conducted on 
the US west coast took place 
in the Strait of Juan De Fuca 
near Port Angeles, Washing-
ton . Fully one tenth of Alas-
ka 's canned salmon harvest 
went to the bottom with the 
sinking of the MV Diamond 
Knot. The ensuing salvage of 
the $3.5 million cargo was so 
momentous that Fireman's 
Fund Insurance produced a 
THE ~TORY 
"""'~ 
film and booklet documenting the entire process. in 2012, 
Fireman's Fund graciously donated the rights to both the 
book and film to the Historical Diving Society USA. The HDS 
now proudly presents The Story of the Diamond Knot DVD 
and booklet as a set. 
The Story of the Diamond Knot set 
is available for $25 (US shipping included). 
www.hds.org 
THE JOURNAL OF DIVING lllSfORY 
P.O. Box 2837, Santa Maria, CA 93457, USA 
P. 805-934-1660 F. 805-934-3855 
hds@hds.org • www.hds.org 
The Journal of Diving History is the official quarterly 
membership publication of the Historical Diving Society, 
a 501 (c) 3 non-profit educational corporation formed in 
1992, with members in over 40 countries. 
ANNUAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIPS 
INDIVIDUAL - USA: $60 • Canada & Mexico: $72 • Overseas: $84 
CORPORATE· USA: $180 • Canada & Mexico: $215 • Overseas: $240 
LIFETIME· Requires Board Approval: $1,500 
JOURNAL SPONSORS PER ANNUM 
Copper Sponsor $1 ,250 (1/8 page) 
Bronze Sponsor $2,500 (1 /4 page) 
Silver Sponsor $3,750 (1 /2 page) 
Gold Sponsor $5,000 (Full page) 
Platinum Sponsor $10,000 (Inside covers) 
To join HDS, please complete and mail the following to: 
HDS MEMBERSHIPS 
P.O. Box 453, Fox River Grove, IL 60021-0453. 
Call 847-854-7154 or email GregP@hds.org 
Name, __________________________________ __ 
Address ________________________________ __ 
City ____________ State __ Zip. ___ Country __ 
Telephone. ______________________________ _ 
Email __________________________________ _ 
Membership level __________________________ _ 
Check# or Credit Card # 
To place a Display or Classified ad, contact Greg Platt at products@hds.org or at 847-854-7154 
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